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Abstract
In this thesis we calculate the interaction potentials between two hadrons that are
pinned in place on the lattice by infinitely heavy quarks. The potentials are cal-
culated to leading order in the strong coupling and hopping parameter expansions
for the following six systems: meson/meson, baryon/antimeson, baryon/baryon, me-
son/antimeson, baryon/meson and baryon/antibaryon. For each hadron/hadron sys-
tem, we consider all allowed spin and isospin configurations for the light quarks. The
interaction potentials we find take the form of one-meson-exchange potentials, whose
sign and magnitude depends on the light quarks' spin and isospin.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics is now universally accepted as the correct theory of the
strong force. Because QCD is asymptotically free, the strong interactions are well un-
derstood at very short distance scales, a regime in which weak-coupling perturbation
theory holds. In principle, QCD should also describe the structure of, and inter-
actions between, hadrons, but perturbation theory breaks down at typical hadronic
distance scales, forcing upon us the use of nonperturbative techniques. Lattice QCD
is one such formulation, allowing for first principles calculations of hadronic dynamics
through the use of numerical methods. To date, efforts have focused on using the
lattice to compute hadron masses, parton distribution functions and CKM matrix
elements. The demonstrated success of these calculations has more than validated
the use of the lattice to study the strong interactions; it has recently been proposed
that the lattice be used as a phenomenological testing ground, in place of experi-
ment, when experiment proves too costly or too impractical [1]. The investigation of
hadron/hadron interactions on the lattice is significantly more complicated, however,
and the field is still in its infancy. There are two main approaches to the problem: the
extraction of scattering information from finite volume effects, and the calculation of
adiabatic potentials in systems with infinitely heavy quarks. In this thesis we will
follow the second strategy, and calculate, in the strong coupling regime, the leading
order interaction potentials between heavy/light hadrons.
1.1 Preliminaries
Nearly all phenomenological models of the long-distance nuclear force are based on
one-pion exchange. Models of the short- and intermediate-range force vary widely,
and have seen dramatic increases in sophistication throughout the past fifty years; see
[2] for a review. The most successful models often include every allowed low-energy
two-body operator, and are then best fit to data. Despite the resulting accuracy of
these models, a more fundamental derivation of the nuclear interactions is clearly
desirable.
There are several phenomenological models more firmly rooted in QCD that can
provide insight into hadron interactions and the nuclear force. Quark models, for
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example, are useful for describing the strong interactions at short distance scales
(- 1 fmn). These models are similar to meson-exchange models, but here the two-
body interactions are between constituent quarks, and gluons are exchanged. Quark
models are inspired by QCD, but they are not, in any sense, fundamental theories of
the strong interaction.
Effective theories of QCD, especially chiral perturbation theory (PT), have been
successfully applied to hadron interactions. PT is a low-energy effective description
of QCD whose Lagrangian exhibits the approximate chiral symmetry of the underlying
QCD Lagrangian. The dynamics are driven by the (almost) massless Goldstone
bosons associated with chiral symmetry breaking: the pions and, to a lesser extent,
the kaons. Weinberg, in the early nineties, laid the groundwork for the use of XPT
to study nucleon-nucleon interactions [3]; see [4] for a recent review of the work done
since. It has also been used, extensively, to explore meson/meson and meson/baryon
interactions. By its nature as a low-energy expansion, however, XPT has a limited
range of applicability.
Currently, our only hope for understanding hadron interactions from first prin-
ciples is through the use of lattice QCD. Though a significant amount of work on
multihadron systems has been done (see [5] for a recent, comprehensive review), the
field is still relatively new, and there are quite a few obstacles to overcome. There
are the obvious technical issues, like the need for lighter quarks and, for two-body
problems, larger lattice volumes. But a more subtle issue, first pointed out by Ma-
iani and Testa and generally known as the Maiani-Testa no-go theorem [6], is that,
in Euclidean space-time, phase shifts cannot be calculated directly from scattering
amplitudes. They showed that the notion of "in" and "out" states becomes obscured
in Euclidean time, and what one ends up extracting from the scattering amplitudes
is actually the average of the in and out matrix elements. This is a real quantity;
any phase difference associated with the out states is lost. Aside from some special
cases [7], there are two main strategies for dealing with the no-go theorem. In the
first method, formulated by Liischer [8], the finite volume of the lattice is exploited:
The residual two-body interactions are calculated for different lattice volumes, and
from these the scattering phases are extracted. This program has been carried out by
several groups for the I = 2 7r7r scattering amplitude, but it has had limited success
in baryonic systems, for the required lattice volumes are simply too large.
The second method for circumventing the no-go theorem is to study heavy/light
hadrons. This is the avenue that we will explore.
1.2 Heavy/light hadrons
The long-range potential between heavy/light mesons has been studied in the context
of the nonrelativistic quark model [9], heavy quark chiral perturbation theory [10],
and in several lattice simulations [11][12][13][14][15]. The idea is similar to the Born-
Oppenheimer treatment of molecules in quantum mechanics (see, for example, [16]).
There, because the ratio of the nuclear mass to electron mass is so great, the kinetic
energy of the nuclei is much less than the kinetic energy of the electrons. The wave
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function for the system separates into a piece governing the nuclear motion, and a
piece governing the electron motion. When solving the wave equation for the electron,
the internucleon distance can be treated as fixed.
For a system of two heavy/light hadrons, the heavy quarks Q (or, more sugges-
tively, b) are much more massive than the light quarks q, and play the role of the
atomic nuclei. The heavy quarks are held at fixed spatial positions, and the ground
state energy E(r) of the static hadron/hadron system is calculated as a function of the
heavy quark separation r. By subtracting from E(r) the masses of the two hadrons
(calculated in isolation), we have what we define to be the interaction potential V(r).
We can then use V(r) as an input into the Schrbdinger equation for the heavy quarks,
and calculate phase shifts, energies of bound states, etc., with the usual techniques of
quantum mechanics. It should be clear, then, how we are able to avoid the problems
associated with the Maiani-Testa no-go theorem: Instead of calculating a scattering
amplitude, we are simply calculating the "mass" E(r) of a two-hadron state. That
E(r) is well-defined depends on the fact that we can treat the heavy quarks as static
when calculating the effects of the light quark dynamics. This approximation should
be valid as long as mQ > mq, and thus can most reliably be applied to the D and B
mesons, and the c- and b-baryons. In our work, we will assume that the heavy quark
is a b-quark. We will consider the two-body interactions between all combinations of
scalar and vector B mesons, and Ab and Eb baryons.
Not only are the heavy/light hadrons worth studying in their own right, but they
should also exhibit qualitative features common to more general strongly-interacting
systems. Thus, we can think of heavy/light systems as a precursor to the calculation
of, for example, nuclear potentials. In addition, heavy/light systems are the perfect
testing ground for the investigation of bound states with exotic quantum numbers.
It was proposed long ago that bound states of more than three quarks may exist [17]
[18][19], and more recently the issue was re-invigorated by reports of exotic baryons
120]. There are certainly attractive color/flavor/spin channels for multiquark systems,
but it is not always clear whether this attraction can overcome the inherent kinematic
repulsion. Configurations with heavy quarks are more easily bound, since the kine-
matic repulsion is less, while the attractive force is just as great. It has been shown
that systems composed of two heavy quarks and two light quarks should be stable,
provided the heavy quarks are massive enough (see [21] and references therein). Many
of the investigations of heavy/light hadron systems have, in fact, been motivated by
the search for exotic bound states.
1.3 Heavy quarks on the lattice
We will soon see that heavy quarks are ideally suited for a strong coupling expansion
on the lattice. It might seem surprising, then, that they actually pose a major chal-
lenge for traditional Monte Carlo lattice simulations [22]. To see why, it will help to
have some understanding of how numerical lattice calculations are carried out. Here
we present only a rough overview; a more detailed account of lattice gauge theories
will be given in Chapter 2.
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We are ultimately interested in calculating correlation functions of hadronic oper-
ators. The hadrons are created at a specific lattice time -, say T = 0, and destroyed at
some "later" time = T. (We say "later" because on the lattice we work in Euclidean
time; concepts like "earlier" and "later" are somewhat obscured. We can simply say
that T >> 0.) Correlation functions are calculated using a path integral formalism:
We sum over all possible paths the hadron can take from T = 0 to T. (Actually, this
is beyond our computational limits. We invoke translational invariance, and only sum
over all possible paths from a fixed source at r = 0 to all possible sinks at r = T.)
As the hadron propagates through the lattice, it interacts with gauge fields. Gauge
fields are represented by "link variables." Every link connecting two lattice sites has
its own gauge field associated with it. When we evaluate our path integral, we should
allow our hadron to travel through every possible gauge background. Now, a typi-
cal lattice has 64 x 323 sites. This means there are roughly 07 link variables, and
we should, in theory, integrate over all possible values for each. Let us suppose we
perform each of these integrations numerically, with a mesh of, say, ten points for
each. That means we have about 10100000 terms to add up. If the world's fastest
computer had been in operation since the beginning of the universe, it would only
have made it through about 103° terms by now. One of the principal advantages of
the Euclidean space formulation is that every gauge configuration is weighted by a
Boltzmann factor, e- s. (In Euclidean space, the action for the gauge fields, SG, is
real and bounded from below.) Hence, we can use Monte Carlo techniques, familiar
from statistical mechanics. A relatively small number of gauge configurations are
actually used, on the order of a few hundred, and they are not chosen randomly, but
based on the probability distribution e-SG. In the path integral, then, the hadron
follows all possible paths from a fixed source at T = 0, to all possible sinks at T = T,
through a few hundred different gauge backgrounds.
What changes, then, when we introduce infinitely heavy quarks? Heavy quarks
are allowed to propagate in time, but not in space. Thus, if a hadron contains a
heavy quark, it is essentially pinned to a single spatial coordinate on the lattice. In
other words, for a given hadron source at r = 0, there is only one allowed sink at
r = T. In numerical lattice simulations, practical considerations limit the number of
background gauge configurations that can be used. Achieving good statistics depends
upon being able to average over many quark propagators per gauge configuration.
Heavy quarks severely limit the number of possible paths a hadron can take, and
this leads to very poor statistics, unless an impractically large number of background
gauge configurations are utilized. This is why infinitely heavy quarks are difficult to
deal with using the standard lattice techniques.
This issue was addressed by the UKQCD collaboration in [23], in which stochastic
methods were used to calculate the propagators from many different sources for every
gauge configuration. This was successfully used, in [23], to calculate the masses of
ground state and excited state B mesons. More importantly for our purposes, it was
used by Michael and Pennanen to calculate the potentials between heavy/light mesons
as a function of separation [14]. This work will be our main source of comparison when
we study the meson/meson interaction potential. As already advertised, however, we
will be calculating the potentials in the limit of strong coupling.
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1.4 Strong coupling
The late seventies and early eighties were the heydays of strong coupling lattice QCD.
In 1974, Wilson demonstrated, in his seminal paper on the subject [24], that strong
coupling leads to quark confinement, and he illustrated how hadron masses could be
calculated through a systematic expansion in powers of 3 = 2Nc/g 2. After this, a
lot of work went into high order calculations of the string tension (( 12), [25]), the
mass gap in purely gluonic QCD ((/38), [26]), and hadron masses [27][28].
The main advantage of the strong coupling limit on the lattice is that it allows
us to use perturbation theory to investigate what seemed, at first, to be a nonpertur-
bative regime of QCD. The utility of the strong coupling approximation is limited,
however, because large g is not coincident with continuum physics. One must rely
on extrapolations as g - 0, and there is always the possibility that a phase tran-
sition may exist between the strong and weak coupling regimes. For example, it is
well known that four-dimensional U(1) lattice gauge theory exhibits confinement at
strong coupling, but not at weak coupling, indicating the presence of at least two
distinct phases [29]. The only truly reliable way to investigate such phase transi-
tions is through the use of numerical lattice calculations. Throughout the eighties
and nineties, as computers became more powerful and the sophistication of numerical
lattice techniques improved, the strong coupling approximation became less relevant.
There has been some recent work using strong coupling lattice QCD, perhaps most
notably in the study of QCD phase transitions at finite temperatures and chemical
potentials; see [30] for a review.
Why should we use strong coupling to study heavy quarks? Recall that, for typical
numerical lattice simulations, there are roughly 107 link variables (representing the
gauge fields) to integrate over. In the strong coupling expansion, these integrals
are performed analytically, rather than numerically. This is actually much easier
than it sounds, but the details will wait until Chapter 2 (the integration rules are
provided in Appendix B). The main idea, however, is this: As a quark propagates
through the lattice, it traces out a contour, and only those links that the contour
touches will yield nontrivial factors upon integration. If a link is not touched by
a quark, then, when it is integrated over, it yields a factor of one. Since the link
variable integrations are performed analytically, rather than statistically, we do not
have to worry about poor statistics, as we do for numerical lattice calculations. The
difficult part of the calculation is accounting for all possible quark paths. This is why
heavy quarks are particularly well suited for the strong coupling expansion: They
severely limit the number of possible paths we need to consider. Despite this fact,
strong coupling has only been used sparingly for multiquark configurations involving
heavy quarks: Matsuoka and Sivers used strong coupling to investigate static QQQQ
systems [31]; Drummond, in work similar in spirit to our own, studied string breaking,
the transition from QQ to Q-qQ, as a function of heavy quark separation [32][33].
In this thesis, we will extend the application of the strong coupling approximation to
systems of interacting heavy/light hadrons.
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1.5 Two-hadron interactions in strong coupling
In our work, we will study systems of two hadrons, separated by a distance r in the
z-direction. Each hadron will contain a single heavy b-quark, and either one or two
light quarks. As the two hadrons propagate forward in time, the heavy quarks will
remain fixed, but the light quarks will hop between the two hadrons in color-singlet
configurations. This quark exchange will lead to an interaction potential. To leading
order, we will find that the interaction potential takes the form of a meson exchange
potential. This is not surprising, since when the quarks hop between the two hadrons,
they do so (for the most part) as q pairs. More interesting is the fact that we can
study many different combinations of light quark spin and isospin, discovering which
channels are repulsive, which are attractive, and the relative magnitudes of each.
For each hadron/hadron system, our calculation of the interaction energy consists
of three parts. First, we combine the hadron-basis states into states with definite
total light quark spin and isospin. This is necessary, because the scalar and vector
mesons, B and B*, are degenerate in the heavy quark limit (to all orders in the
expansion parameters) as are the baryons Ab and Eb (not to all orders, but to a good
approximation). There will be nonzero overlap between the two-meson states IBB),
IBB*) and IB*B*), and, for the baryons, there will be nonzero overlap between the
states AbAb), AbEb) and EbEb). This implies that the states BB), BB*), etc.,
(the hadron-basis states) are not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (or, more precisely,
do not represent the interpolating operators that have maximum overlap with the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian). Angular momentum and isospin, however, will be
good quantum numbers, and we therefore combine the hadron-basis states into states
with definite angular momentum and isospin.
The second part of each calculation concerns finding the sum U(r) over all un-
crossed diagrams, and the sum C(r) over all crossed diagrams. For every two-hadron
system, there will be several light quark contraction patterns to consider; in general,
there are n! ways of contracting n light quarks and antiquarks. Each contraction
pattern can be classified as either uncrossed or crossed, based on whether the light
quark that starts off in the hadron at T- = 0, z = 0 ends up at z = 0 (uncrossed),
or at z = r (crossed). Though there will be several different "uncrossed" ways of
contracting the light quarks, each will be expressible in terms of a universal function
(for any given two-hadron system) U(r). Likewise, all crossed contractions will be
expressible in terms of a function C(r). It is while calculating U(r) and C(r) that we
will be heavily reliant upon strong coupling.
Finally, the potentials V(r) will be expressed in terms of U(r) and C(r). By taking
the limit of large separation r, we will see that V(r) is, in all the systems we study,
dominated by a meson-exchange potential v,(r). The signs and magnitudes of the
potentials, however, will not be universal, but will depend on the spin and isospin
configurations of the light quarks. We will, in fact, be able to compare every spin
and isospin configuration, for every two-hadron system, since all will be expressible
in terms of the meson-exchange potential v,(r).
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we review lattice gauge
theory, and demonstrate how to calculate correlation functions in the strong coupling
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expansion. Then, in Chapter 3, we develop our techniques through an investigation of
the meson/meson system. We will find that, when the light quarks of the two-meson
system are combined in a totally symmetric configuration of spin and isospin, the
mesons will exhibit a repulsive potential. When the light quarks are antisymmetric
in combined spin and isospin, the potential will have the same magnitude, but the
opposite sign, indicating attraction. This system has been investigated in numerical
lattice simulations, and we will find that our results compare favorably in the limit of
large separation. Also, our potentials will agree, qualitatively, with predictions of the
nonrelativistic quark model and those of XPT. Encouraged by these results, we move
on to consider the baryon/antimeson system and baryon/baryon system in Chapters 4
and 5. The calculations of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are done in the quenched approx-
imation, for the simple reason that vacuum effects will not affect the leading order
long-distance potentials for these systems. This is not true, however, for the subse-
quent calculations, of the meson/antimeson, baryon/meson and baryon/antibaryon
potentials i Chapters 6, 7 and 8. There, we will find that quark loops and gluonic
effects drive the leading order interactions. The long-distance potentials will still
be dominated a by a meson-exchange-type potential, but with a modifying factor
due to the gluons. Finally, in Chapter 9, we summarize our results and present our
conclusions.
15
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Chapter 2
Lattice QCD
There are several good introductory textbooks on lattice QCD; see, for example, [341,
[35] or [36]. Wilson's earliest papers on the subject are also quite good introductions
([24], [37]). For a detailed look at how numerical lattice simulations are actually
performed, [38] is especially recommended. In our cursory review of the subject we
will follow, for the most part, the conventions and notation of [34]. First, we recall
some of the salient features of lattice QCD.
2.1 Lattice preliminaries
Lattice calculations are carried out in Euclidean space. What this amounts to, for our
purposes, is making the substitution t -iT everywhere t appears in the Minkowski
space field equations. The SU(3, 1) Lorentz invariance in Minkowski space becomes
an SO(4) rotational invariance in Euclidean space. The "lattice" itself is a dis-
cretization of four-dimensional Euclidean space-time. Quark (and antiquark) fields
are represented by Grassman variables located at the lattice sites. In addition to be-
ing labeled by the lattice site n, quark fields (generally denoted or q) are labeled by
an SU(N,) color index (a, b, etc.), an SU(Nf) isospin index (i, j, etc.) and an SU(2)
spin index (, A, etc.). Quarks transform under the fundamental representation of
SU(Nc):
4(n) - g(n)(), (21)
- t ~~~~~~~~~(2.1)V(n) (n)gt(n),
where g(n) is an element of SU(N,). In QCD, local gauge invariance is maintained
by the gauge fields A,(x), elements of the SU(Nc) Lie algebra. On the lattice,
gauge invariance is implemented via the link variables U(n) (alternatively known
as gauge links, gauge variables, or string bits). The link variables are group elements
of SU(N,), transforming under the adjoint:UA(n) -g(n)UA(n)gt(n + (),2.2
Us(n) - g(n + )Ut(n)gt(). ()
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The link variables U,(n) connect neighboring lattice sites n and n + ( is one of
the four lattice unit vectors, and is strictly positive). The U(n) have a direction
associated with them. Our convention is to take U(n) -= Up(n + i). Graphically,
we have
n. > .n+/3 n . .n +/
Uv(n) = U*(n + ), U'(n) = a(n + ).
The link variables can be expressed in terms of the gauge fields,
UA(n) - eigaA4(n) (2.3)
The transformation (2.2) then leads to the usual gauge transformation in the contin-
uum limit:
A,(x) - g(x)(A,(x) - )gt(X) . (2.4)
g
2.2 The lattice action
In Euclidean space, the free fermionic action takes the form
SF = J d4x f(x)( ,( 1 + m)4(x), (2.5)
where yE are the Euclidean gamma matrices, satisfying the anticommutation relations
{E{, } = 2 . (2.6)
Since we work exclusively in Euclidean space, we will usually not include the su-
perscript 'E.' To discretize SF, we introduce the lattice spacing a, and make the
following replacements:
d4 x
- a4 
n
m ai m,
-1 m, (2.7)
4(x) a-3 2 (n)
o,+(x) a -3/2 * [(n + ) /- n- fA)]
2a
so that m and are now dimensionless quantities. This simple prescription is not
enough, for it is plagued by the notorious fermion doublers. To see this, we take the
continuum limit of the free two-point fermion correlation function:
7r/a d4 p
(x)(y)}) = lim j ip(-) 1(2.8)
a-0 -7r/a (27r)4 -, d a- 1 sin(pa) + a-1m
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As a 0, we cannot simply replace a -1 sin(p,a) - p; the sine function has zeros
not only at p = 0, but also at the edges of the integration region, where p = r/a.
Altogether, there are sixteen fermionic excitations contributing to the two-point cor-
relation function. Only the p 0 excitation has a physical interpretation; the other
fifteen excitations are unphysical lattice artifacts. Several formulations exist for ad-
dressing this problem. We will use the method originally proposed by Wilson: Add
a second derivative term to the fermion action. We let
0(x) = Z[V)(n + ) + (n - ) - 2(n)] , (2.9)
and define the Wilson action to be
SFW - S 6JFW = F-2- E (n) 0 (n)2
n
= (m + 4r) E (n)(n)
n
- ~ 5[(n)(r - %yf)>/(n + A) + ¥$(r + )(r + %ya)0(n)] (2.10)
n,,
In the continuum limit, the Wilson term causes the fermion doublers to pick up an
infinite mass, so that only the physical p = 0 excitation survives. (The downside of
the Wilson term is that it explicitly breaks chiral symmetry.)
Having written down a free fermionic action that gives the correct continuum
limit, we now need to implement local gauge invariance. We do this by using the link
variables to combine +(n) and 4'(n + ) in a gauge invariant way:
-(n)U,(n)(n + ) - ; (n)gt(n). g(n)Uf(n)gt(n + ) . g(n + ( n + f)
= 4(n)Uf,(n)0(n + ) . (2.11)
We can now write down our full expression for the fermion action:
S(w)[, U] = (n)Mnm[U]O(m)v (2.12)
n,m
with
Mnm[UI = nm - K E [( - /)Uf(n)6n+m + (r + Vf)Ut(n)6nm] , (2.13)
ft
and
8r + 2m (2.14)
n is known as the hopping constant. The continuum limit should not depend on our
choice for r; we will choose r = 1, for reasons that will soon become clear.
The last piece of the action that we need is the purely gluonic contribution. The
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n+i? U'(n+) n+ +
ut (n)
uA(n)
n+ 
Figure 2-1: An elementary plaquette.
simplest gauge invariant operator that can be formed from the link variables is
Tr[Up(n)]- Tr[U()(n)U((n + )Ut(n + )UV(n)], (2.15)
the trace, over the color indices, of the product of link variables around an elementary
plaquette P. This can be represented graphically as in Figure 2-1. The plaquette
operator with the opposite sense of circulation, Tr[Up(n)], is an equally valid operator.
The gluon action is formed by summing the plaquettes, for both senses of circulation,
over all possible locations. The specific form for the action that has the correct
continuum limit is
SG[U] = E(1- 2 N Tr[Up + U] (2.16)
P
where
-2No
g9
(2.17)
is referred to as the strong coupling parameter. Upon substituting (2.3) into SG and
taking the continuum limit, one indeed finds that
SG d4 Tr[F,,,F,,,] , (2.18)
where F,,(x) is the usual field strength tensor,
(2.19)
2.3 Correlation functions
Correlation functions are calculated using a path integral formalism. Because the
fermion action SF is quadratic in the fermion fields, the fermionic integrations can be
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F,, --,9,A, -9,A, + ig [A,,, A,] 
carried out explicitly. A general correlation function can be written as
(OA1 (nl ) * OAk (nk)~B (ml) .. * Bk (Mk))
I | (An) kmk)-(SF[,P,U+SG[U])
- Z J DO/JDODU (ObA, (n) ... 4 'Bk (ink)) e(SF ~ ' tOU]+SGU )
Z JDU[ )A (nl) . Bk (mk)] detM[U]e SG[U ], (2.20)
contr.
where
Z J D DDUe-(SF[¥'¢u]+sc[U]) = JDUdetM[U]e -SG[U] (2.21)
The quark contractions are represented by
[A(n)7B(m)]cont = MAnBn[U], (2.22)
where M[U] is the matrix that appears in S ( w) (2.12). It is convenient to write M[U]
in the form
Mnm[U] = m-- * Knm[U] , (2.23)
where
Knm [U] [(1 - 7,)UAi(n)6n+A,m + (1 + %y)Ut(n)6n-4,m] . (2.24)
A>0
The quark propagator M- 1 can then be expanded in powers of the hopping constant
/:
Mn[U] (I K[U] ) nm
= J5m+Knm+ + Knt + Kn 2 ... KnM. (2.25)
1=2 nl ,...,nl
As can be seen from (2.24), K only connects nearest neighbors. For the propagator
(2.25) to be nonvanishing, the K's in the expansion must combine to form a connected
path from site n to site mn. We say that the quark "hops" from n to m along this
path. Each power of K represents one link in the path. When a quark hops from site
n to n + , (2.24) combined with (2.25) indicate that we should associate the factor
.(1 - )U(n) (2.26)
with this link. Likewise, when a quark hops from n to n - i, we associate with this
link the factor
-(1 + )U (n) . (2.27)
In our diagrams, each quark propagator Mn-m is represented by an oriented path from
site n to site m. To calculate the full correlation function, we should sum over all
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paths from n to m for each propagator. We will only be concerned with leading
order hopping diagrams. (An expansion in the hopping parameter n is essentially
an expansion in powers of the inverse bare quark mass. When mH -- oc, as for our
"heavy" b-quarks, H -- 0.) Note, incidentally, that a quark path cannot turn back
on itself, for
( - ) (1 + A) = 0. (2.28)
This is the reason we choose r = 1 in (2.13). If we replace the 's in (2.28) with r's,
then, in general, we do need to consider paths that go back on themselves. Since
there is nothing preventing us from choosing r = 1, clearly it is to our advantage to
make this choice.
Continuing with the evaluation of the correlation function (2.20), we next expand
the fermion determinant det M in powers of r. The details can be found in [34]; we
simply cite the result:
det M = exp{Tr ln M} =expE -Z Z Tr(K hi)
1 C n=1
, 1-E E et Tr(Kc,). (2.29)
I Ci
Cl represents a closed contour of length 1. The factor n represents how many times
the contour Cl wraps around on itself; we will only be concerned with loops for which
n = 1. K is the product of the K's around the closed loop. A closed contour in
our diagrams represents the insertion of sea quark loop. The factor of det M in the
correlation function compels us to sum over every possible insertion of closed quark
loops into our diagrams. Until quite recently, most numerical lattice simulations
were carried out in the quenched approximation, in which only the lowest order term
in (2.29) was kept (that is, det K was treated as a constant). Nowadays, many
calculations are unquenched, but typically the sea quarks are given a much larger
bare mass than the valence quarks. In our work, it will be fairly clear when we need
to include the effects of sea quarks, and when we can ignore them.
Finally, e -SG needs to be expanded to the desired order in the strong coupling
parameter 3. Before we do this, we rewrite SG, dropping the constant term from
(2.16):
SAU] -2N E Tr[Up +Up] (2.30)
P
We then have
e-SG = 1 + . 5(insertions of a single plaquette) + .... (2.31)
Each power of 3 brings with it a plaquette operator that can be inserted anywhere
in the diagram. We primarily will be concerned with the leading order term of the
strong coupling expansion, corresponding to the limit/ - 0, or equivalently g oo.
Once we have drawn a diagram that has the desired order in rn and /3, we perform
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the link variable integrations. There are well-known rules for evaluating these integrals
analytically; see Appendix B. One consequence of the group integrations is that a
U may not appear by itself on a link: f dUU = 0. For our purposes, the only
combinations that are allowed on any given link are UUt and UUU.
The calculation of a correlation function consists of repeating, for all allowed
diagrams, the following steps: draw the quark propagators; insert the quark loops
and plaquettes; simplify the Dirac algebra; integrate over the link variables; tally
up the results. With the correlation function then in hand, it is a relatively simple
matter to determine the mass of the state we are interested in.
2.4 Hadron masses
Suppose we let -(r) represent a zero-momentum creation operator that interpolates
the hadron we are interested in. The meson interpolating operator, for example, is
+(T): q(T, x) = Z CABA (T,X)B(Tx) , (2.32)
x x
where A, B denote collectively the color, flavor and spin indices. The sum over x is
necessary to project out the zero-momentum state. Hadronic masses are extracted
from two-point correlation functions in the limit of large Euclidean time. To see this,
first let us write
(0I(TX() Q)= (X(T) 1X(0))
= y~(O(T, x) (0, x')). (2.33)
x,x'
One usually, at this point, invokes translational invariance by setting x' = 0, reducing
the double sum to a single sum over x. Since the hadrons we study will all contain an
infinitely heavy quark, we have the additional constraint that x = x'. Thus, we do
not have to worry about the sum over x. Now, taking advantage of the Hamiltonian
as time-evolution operator, we have
(X(T) 1(0)) = ((0)e - H Ta1(0))
(0Jn)((nI)e-mn T a
n
> (0>0)2e-moTa . (2.34)
The In) are a complete set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. In the limit T o,
the lowest-mass eigenstate of the Hamiltonian that has nonzero overlap with the
operator gets projected out. Thus, the operator 0 should be constructed so as to
have maximum overlap with the hadron we are interested in. It should be emphasized
that the interpolating operator A, which we construct by hand, is not expected to be
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. We construct X so as to have the quantum numbers
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of the physical state we are interested in, and we expect that has some nonzero
overlap with this state.
Once we have calculated the correlation function, we can easily find the mass:
1 d
mo = lim -- dT ln((T)1q(0)) . (2.35)
T-oo a dT
In numerical lattice simulations, the derivative can be approximated by considering
the correlation function at successive time steps:
mo lim -- (ln(0(T + 1)1)(0)) -ln(O(T) (0))) (2.36)
T-oo a
We will be able to calculate the correlation functions as explicit functions of T, and
will therefore be able to use (2.35) directly.
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Chapter 3
Two interacting mesons
The goal of this chapter is to find a leading order expression for the interaction
potential between two b-mesons. We will find an exchange potential, whose sign
depends on the spin and isospin of the mesons' light quarks. Systems of interacting
b-mesons have been studied using the nonrelativistic quark model [9], heavy quark
chiral perturbation theory [10], and on the lattice [11]-[15]. We will be able to compare
our potentials with this earlier work; our main source of comparison will be [14].
Before pursuing a system of two mesons, we begin our calculations by determining
the leading order mass of an isolated b-meson, in Section 3.1. In Sections 3.2 and
3.3 we calculate the necessary four-point correlation functions, and in Section 3.4
we extract from these the interaction potentials. Our main results are presented in
Table 3.2.
3.1 Mass of a b-meson
In the following, we consider an SU(3) gauge theory, with two degenerate light quark
flavors and an infinitely heavy b-quark. We use a, b, etc., for color indices and i, j,
etc., for flavor indices. The Dirac indices, ao, 3, etc., will always be lowered, since we
work exclusively in Euclidean space.
The interpolating operators that we use for the b-mesons have the form
Bi(T ,x) = 6ab qi ,(Tr,x)F, b(Tr,x) (3.1)
The state IBi(r, x)) represents a heavy-quark-light-antiquark pair created at the lat-
tice site (T, x). The hermitian conjugate,
Bj (T, x') -5ab b(T, x')(r t ) qa, (T', x') (3.2)
acts as a sink, destroying the quark-antiquark pair at site (',x'). It should be
emphasized that the state Bi) is not expected to be an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian,
but is expected to have a nonzero overlap with the eigenstate (the "physical" state)
we are interested in.
The spin structure of IBi) is specified by the matrix F in (3.1) and (3.2). For the
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b Bi(O,O) - qbj (Tm 0)
Figure 3-1: Lowest order diagram in (Bj(T,O)IBi(O,0)). Open circles represent
quarks, filled circles are antiquarks.
pseudoscalars,
r = -i-y5 , (3.3)
while for the vector triplet,
E {7+, %,-y-}, (3.4)
with y = (Y1 t ify2). (The matrices % are the Euclidean space Dirac 7y-matrices;
see Appendix A for our conventions.) The phases of the F's have been chosen so that,
in the nonrelativistic limit, we can make the following (self-consistent) identifications
with the constituent quark spins:
pseudoscalar: - i4 5b - (Tqb - qTb) , (3.5)f y+b -Tqtb,
vector: 4 73b- ( (Tqb + IqTb), (3.6)
-4-y% b -b
To find the leading order mass of the b-meson we need the large-T limit of the
correlation function
(Bj(T, 0)IBi(0, 0)) = -(jrb brtqj)
= (Tr[M lFtMFjIF]) , (3.7)
where the trace is over the Dirac indices. The b-quark propagator is represented
by MC1 , the light quark propagator (from qj to j) by Mj 1 . The brackets in (3.7)
indicate that we need to sum over all possible paths for the light quark propagator
M~1 , and integrate over the link variables:
Tr[M 1 FrMti'r] ) f DUe-SGTr[M I1 FtMj;1 r] (3.8)
paths from
qj to qi
in the quenched approximation.
The lowest order diagram is shown in Figure 3-1. The b-quark, by assumption,
has infinite mass and is therefore static. Since the b-quark can only hop in the T-
direction, the state (BI, which destroys the meson, must lie along the Tr-axis. This
makes the evaluation of the heavy quark propagator especially simple. The b-quark
hops T steps in the r-direction, each step contributing a factor (1 - Y4)nH to the
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Dirac structure of the propagator:
Mb1 (1 74)- 'H- (1- 74 )(2KH)T (3.9)
In (3.9) we have used the identity
(1 -i /)n = 2n-l(1 -i "i) · (3.10)
To lowest order in L, the light quark propagator is also represented by a straight
line, from qj to qi. Each step in the (-T)-direction contributes (1 +s4)n£, so that
M,1 = ij :(1 -+ "y4 )(2KL)T. The integration over the link variables is discussed in
Appendix B, and simply yields a multiplicative factor of three. Using the fact that
the F's anticommute with "y4, the two-point correlation function, to lowest order, is
(BjBi) =6 6ij -4Tr[( + 4)rt r](4HL)
= 6ij (4rHrL), (3.11)
independent of F. Equation (2.35) then leads to the following mass:
mB/B* = -ln( ) . (3.12)
a \4niltLl
The pseudoscalar (B) and vector (B*) mesons are degenerate in the heavy quark
limit. This degeneracy persists to all orders in "CL and 3, a consequence of the fact
that the heavy quark's spin decouples in the limit of infinite mass. To see this, note
that the trace in (3.8) reduces to
)TTr[M7lrFtMjlr] -Tr[(l- -4)tM jr](21H) T
1
=Tr [ ( + 4) Mj ](2 H) (3.13)
The two-point correlation function is independent of the spin, and therefore so is the
mass, in the heavy quark limit. The masses of the physical B and B* mesons are the
same to within 1%, at 5279 MeV and 5325 MeV, respectively.
If we repeat these calculations, substituting a light quark for the heavy b-quark,
we find the leading order expression for the masses of the 7r and p mesons:
MP - In(4 ) (3.14)
Higher order terms in KL will break this degeneracy, and if we want to solve for a and
IL using the physical masses of the 7r and p, we will have to go to higher order In
fact, it is possible to find expressions for the 7r and p masses to all orders in KL (but
lWe might try to solve for a and KL using (3.14) and a similar expression for the proton mass.
A quick calculation shows that, to leading order, mp = - = m,,p, so this doesn't help us.a 2-~~~,s hsdenthl s
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B2 .k B3 B2 .kB3I I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
B1 c B4 B4 B4
(a) Uncrossed diagrams. (b) Crossed diagrams.
Figure 3-2: The two contraction patterns of (3.17).
lowest order in /3) [37]:
L2 48 4[1 -i2 L+4164Lmar - cosh -1 4 (3.15)a -
mp= Icosh- [ -2 --_ 48rL (3.16)
Setting m, equal to zero (the mass we expect given exact isospin symmetry and
the absence of electromagnetic effects) gives L equal to 1/4, implying that a =
.867mp1 1.12 GeV -1 . Equation (3.12) then leads to H 1/400.
3.2 Four-point correlation functions
We now place two mesons on the lattice, separated by a distance r along the z-axis,
and ask how they interact with each other. Our goal is to find the leading order
expression for the correlation function
(B3(T,r)B(T,O)IB(O,0)Bs(0,r)) = (irIlbl .qjrF2b2 b3lqk .b4 ql). (3.17)
See Figure 3-2 for the numbering scheme. The extra index on the P's is simply used
to associate them with their corresponding interpolating operators. Throughout our
calculations, each F can represent any of the four spin matrices (3.3) and (3.4). The
flavor indices i, j, k and 1 are used to distinguish the light quarks. There are two
possible contraction patterns for the light quarks, as shown schematically in Figures
3-2(a) and (b). Written out explicitly, we have
(BkBt 'BB) = (Tr[M-lrtMilrF1] Tr[M- Ftmjl r 2])k- I (Tr[M 4 1FM i M 31tMklF]) . (3.18)
-1 r~~ltm-1, -1 rt -ir])
The first term of (3.18) represents all "uncrossed" diagrams, the second term repre-
sents all "crossed" diagrams. In the uncrossed diagrams there are two separate Dirac
traces, corresponding to the two closed loops in Figure 3-2(a), while in the crossed
diagrams the single trace corresponds to the single closed loop in Figure 3-2(b).
The light quarks are allowed to hop in the z-direction, between the mesons. The
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B2(Or) - ---- e 3Tr)
B1(O,O) ' - LB4(TO)
i : , i ; I
Figure 3-3: An uncrossed diagram with two lowest order exchanges.
group integrals over the link variables will kill any diagram that contains a bare quark
line, so when a quark hops it does so as part of a quark-antiquark pair. The lowest
order exchanges resemble the lowest order meson propagators from Section 3.1, as
shown in Figure 3-3. To extract the leading order interaction potential from the
correlation function, we will only consider the lowest order exchanges, which we allow
to occur at every time step. The general prescription we use to calculate four-point
correlation functions can be summarized as follows: For each contraction pattern,
consider a general diagram with N exchanges of the type shown in Figure 3-3 (where
o < N < ' + 1); evaluate the integrals over the link variables; simplify the Dirac
structure as much as possible; finally, noting that the value of any given diagram
depends only on N (and not the locations of the exchanges), sum over all allowed
diagrams by summing over all allowed values of N.
Figure 3-3 shows a typical uncrossed diagram, with N = 2 exchanges. First, we
would like to integrate over the link variables. The integrations for the diagram in
Figure 3-3 are carried out in Appendix B.1 as an example. In general, a diagram
with N exchanges has an associated multiplicative factor of 32 (1/ 3 )N; the two b-
meson propagators each contribute a factor of three, and each of the N exchanges
contributes a 1/3. This factor is independent of whether the diagram is crossed or
uncrossed, which allows us to rewrite the correlation function as
(B3B 4IB1B?) = E 9 (I) Tr[MF4IMtIF 1r Tr[M Ir3tM lr2]
uncrossed
diagrams (3.19)
- S 9FMj F2M lrtM/-i/] .( )1
crossed
diagrams
Next, we simplify the Dirac traces as much as possible without actually specifying
the spin matrices F. The heavy quark propagators, calculated in equation (3.9), are
Mb 1 = (1-- -Y4) (2 iH)T. The light quark propagators are nearly as simple. Consider,
for example, M17 , represented in Figure 3-3 by the path from q to qi. Suppose qt
hops to steps in the negative 4-direction before the first exchange, t steps between
the first and second exchanges, etc.; then
Ml1 1 = -[(1 + 4)t°( I .y3)r(l .y4)t(1 + )r .(1 - y3)r(1 + y4)tN] T+Nr . (3.20)
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The following identity proves helpful in simplifying (3.20):
(1 + 4)(1 ±-y3)(1 + 4) = (1 + 4)2 . (3.21)
We can use this to eliminate every factor of (1 + 3) = 2r-1(1 ± 73) from the light
quark propagator, provided all of the ti are nonzero. Between any two exchanges the
quark must hop at least one step in the (-4)-direction, since its propagator cannot go
back on itself. But, if an exchange occurs at time zero or time T, tN or to will equal
zero. In these cases, a factor of (1 - y) from the heavy quark propagators can be
pulled through the F's so that the light quark propagator Ml 17' is flanked on each side
by (1 + 'y4), allowing us to eliminate all of the (1 + y3)'s. If we think of
~Pi-~ 2 (1 ~ t~74) (3.22)
as projection operators, we can write
P+Mi-71P+ 1= i, (1 + -y4)(2 /1L)T [ (21L)r]N (3.23)
In this context, we simply pulled the P+'s out of the heavy quark propagators Mb 1.
More generally, we can think of P+ and P_ as operators that project onto the upper
and lower spinor indices, respectively. The light quark propagator now has the same
form as the heavy quark propagator (3.9), with an additional factor of l(2nL)r asso-
ciated with each exchange. The Dirac traces in the correlation function (3.19) now
simplify:
(3 B4B1B 2(B B gB B;) =k 1 ~~~~ ~i j 1
36 (4nHL) 2T (iljk -~Tr[rl r4] ·4Tr [2] E 4
uncrossed (3.24
diagrams * 
- 46k6jl .T!TP+F 1Ftr 2FZ] [4*(4 2) ]
ncrossed
diagrams (3.24)6ik5jl. Tr[P+ rr r ]]~r 1 [½'
crossed
diagrams
The sums over crossed and uncrossed diagrams are functions of the combination
v (r) - (4;)r (3.25)
In Section 3.4, we will see that v,(r) should be interpreted to be a meson exchange
potential, where the mass of the exchanged meson is equal to the leading order r
mass. For now, we simply notice that a diagram with N exchanges is proportional
to (v,(r))N, independent of the locations of the exchanges. Hence, the sum over all
allowed diagrams reduces to a sum over N, weighted by an appropriate combinatoric
factor. Since each of the N exchanges can occur at any of T + 1 possible sites,
with no more than one exchange per site, there are (TN+l) allowed diagrams with N
exchanges, each contributing the same amount to the correlation function. Note that
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Table 3.1: The correlation functions (B 3 B 4 JB1 B 2 ), calculated using (3.30) with I = 1;
for I = 0, let C -C. The states B),
73 and -_, respectively. Each of the
9 e -2 m B Ta
IB1 ), I Bo) and BT*1) have F = -iY5, -+,
entries should be multiplied by the factor
9e-2mBa X IBB) IBB') BB) BJlB*1 ) IB*BoF) IB+Bl)
(BBI 2U - C 0 0 +C -C +C
(BOBJl 21u-C -C +C 0 -C
(BB I 0 -C 2U - C -C 0 +C
(B*lB 1 +C +C -C 2U -C 0
B*oBoo -C 0 0 -C 2U - C -C
(B 1 B*1 I +C -C +C 0 -C 2U
for the uncrossed diagrams,
be odd. The sums in (3.24)
AI [v(r)] =
uncrossed
diagrams
A, [v,(r)] =
crossed
diagrams
T+1
N=O
N even
T+1
E
N=1
N odd
N must be even, while for the crossed diagrams N must
become:
t- 1 v) N = )T1 )+7 v, (r)= - [(1 + vr(r))T+ + ( - v(r)) +l], (3.26)
r = [(1vr(r))T ( v(r)) ] . (3.2 )
At this point it makes sense to project onto two-meson states of definite isospin.
With two degenerate light quark flavors, we have an exact SU(2) flavor symmetry,
and the total isospin I is a good quantum number. The two light quarks of B B?) can
be combined into a symmetric, I 1 representation of SU(2), or an antisymmetric,
I = 0 representation. In (3.24) we can write:
6ik6jl - i 6ilSjk (3.28)
1 for I = 1
-1 for I =0. (3.29)
Since the overall 3il6 jk leads to a +1 for both the I = 1 and I = 0 states, we will
suppress the flavor indices in what follows, with the understanding that the light
quarks are combined in definite isospin states specified by 1r.
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where
We now have our leading order expression for the correlation function:
(B3B4;IIB1B2; I) =
18e-2mBTa(1Tr[Fl ]. UTr[2 .u > r Tr[P+ rl rtr2 rt] C(r))
(3.30)
where
H(r) _ (1 + v=(r))T+1 + (1 - v (r))T+l (3.31)
C(r) (1 + v=(r))T+l - (1 - v(r))T+l (3.32)
Note that we have used (3.12) to rewrite (4KHKL) 2T in terms of the leading order
b-meson mass, mB = -a -1 ln(4 nH;L). In Table 3.1, and continued in Appendix C.1,
we present all of the nonzero correlation functions, calculated using (3.30).
Because the pseudoscalar B and vector B* are degenerate in the heavy quark
limit, we expect mixing between the states IBB), IBB*) and IB*B*), and indeed this
is what we find, as can be seen in Table 3.1. We can construct an orthogonal basis
by combining IBB), IBB*) and IB*B*) into angular momentum eigenstates. The
total angular momentum can be decomposed into the orbital angular momentum of
the two mesons, the total spin of the heavy quarks SH, and the total spin of the
light quarks SL. We will assume that the two mesons are in an orbital S-wave, and
that any mixing with higher orbitals is negligible. The heavy quark spins decouple
in the limit of infinite mass and are separately conserved. Total angular momentum
conservation then implies that the combined light quark spin must be conserved. We
can combine BB), IBB*) and IB*B*) into states of definite light quark spin using
the appropriate Clebsch-Gordon coefficients; the details are given in Appendix D.
The light quark spins can be coupled symmetrically, SL = 1, or antisymmetrically,
SL = 0. It is convenient to combine the heavy quark spins in the same way, so that
SH = 1 or 0. The correlation functions in the basis
ISL) ISH) II) (3.33)
are displayed in Table 3.2. Note that in this basis we should require the two mesons,
at 0 and r, to be symmetric under interchange. With the mesons in an orbital S-
wave, we should only consider those combinations of I, SL and SH that are overall
symmetric; these are the correlation functions presented in Table 3.2.
3.3 Combining the light quarks directly
So far we have treated our four quarks as a system of two b-mesons. In Section
3.2 we argued that it was more natural to consider correlation functions of angular
momentum eigenstates, since the B and B* are degenerate in the heavy quark limit.
In Appendix D we show how to combine the BB), IBB*) and IB*B*) into states of
definite total angular momentum. Instead of taking this approach, we can, from the
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Table 3.2: Meson/meson correlation functions, and leading order interaction poten-
tials, in the orthogonal basis ISL) 0 ISH) 0 II). See (3.31), (3.32) and (3.25) for the
definitions of U(r), C(r) and v,(r).
ISL) 0 ISH) o II) (SL; SH; IISL; SH; I) a VBB(T)
11) 011) 11) 18e-2BTa x (U-C) v7(r)
11) 0 10) 10) x (U + C)
10) 10) I11) x ( + C) - V(r)
) 11i) 1) x ( - C) V.(r)
beginning, couple the light quark spins, and, separately, the heavy quark spins, and
calculate the desired correlation functions directly. This is the approach we will take
in this section.
Recall our b-meson interpolating operator (3.1):
Bi(T, x) = i(Tr, x)F b(-r, x), (3.34)
where E {-iY 5 , 7+, 7y3, -- }. We can combine the two heavy quarks at T- = 0 in a
similar way to form an angular momentum eigenstate:
?IH(T = O) = blT CFH b2 , (3.35)
where rH E {-iY5 , Y+, 73, -- } and C is the charge conjugation matrix, whose prop-
erties are listed in Appendix A. The combination bTC is the charge conjugate of b.
Because b and bTC transform in the same way under rotations, so must bFHb and
bTCFHb. The light antiquarks at r = 0 can be combined similarly:
OL,ij = qP+LCjT . (3.36)
Note that CqiT transforms like qj, its charge conjugate. The projection operator P+
projects out the spinor components that survive in the nonrelativistic limit; including
it in the interpolating operator simplifies the calculations that follow. Together, (3.35)
and (3.36) constitute our new interpolating operator:
,T c~~~~-b-TqLH,ij(T = 0) = (bTCrHb2) (P+rLC ) . (3.37)
The color indices have been reinserted to make it clear that we are still forming the
color singlets blqi, at x = (0, 0, 0), and bj, at x = (0, 0, r). The system of four
quarks is destroyed at Euclidean time T by the operator
qJt , = = qdTP~l
'ILHik(T = T) = (qFCrtP+q4) (bJCr 4) . (3.38)
Since the combined light quark spin and the combined heavy quark spin must sepa-
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rately be conserved, the rL and rH that appear in (3.38) must be the same rL and FH
that appear in (3.37). Whereas in Section 3.2 we had four spin matrices F to worry
about (one for each b-meson), now we only have two to deal with: rL and FH .
We need to compute the following correlation function:
(TLH,k(T)['LH,ij(0)) = ((bCFrHb2) (iP+IL'CQJ) (qkCrt P+ql) (b3rt Cb4))
= (Tr[MlFrt C(MC-)TCrH]
*(TRM,1P+rLc(M I ) CrP+] (3.39)
-Tr[MI1 (M, P+FLC)TCrLP+]) )
The first term in the parentheses represents all uncrossed diagrams (i.e., all diagrams
with an even number of exchanges), the second term represents all crossed diagrams
(odd number of exchanges). Notice that the heavy quark contribution factors out; it
can be evaluated immediately:
Tr[Mb rtC(MC1)TCrH] = 4Tr[(l - y4)rtC(1 - 4)CrH] (2yH)2T
1
= -Tr[(1 - 4)rH(1 + 4)rH]. (2,H)2T
= -2 (2rH)2T (3.40)
In the second line we have used the representation-independent identity C(1-hy 4 )TC =
-(1 + '74). It should be noted that (3.40) implies the correlation function (3.39) is
independent of FH, the spin state of the heavy quarks. This will be true not just at
leading order, but at every order of n1 L and the strong coupling expansion parameter
j3.
If we only consider lowest order exchanges, then, as in Section 3.2, the group
integrals over the link variables lead to a factor of 32. (1/ 3 )N, where N is the number
of exchanges. The light quark propagators in (3.39) simplify as in the discussion that
led up to (3.23):
P+M P+ = i (1 + · 4 )(2rL)T. [ (2KL) ] , (3.41)
C(P+ M-p )TC = -kj (1 - 4)(2,rL)T. [2(2nL) ] (3.42)
for the uncrossed diagrams. (The identities P±FL = rLPTF and P±C = C(PT)T were
used in arriving at (3.42).) For the crossed diagrams, we first need to transpose:
(Mi P+IrLC)T = CTp. (Ml p+ )T
= CrLTC. C(MilP+)T. (3.43)
We can write
CFrLC = /LFL , (3.44)
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where 'qL is defined analogously to Tq (in (3.29)):
- 1 for SL = 1 (345)
-1 for SL=0. .
We can verify this explicitly: SL = 0 implies FL = -i 5 , and CT C = -75; SL = 1
implies FL = +, 73 or -y-, and CTC = . The light quark propagators of the
crossed diagrams then work out in the same way as for the uncrossed diagrams, (3.41)
and (3.42), with a simple swap of the flavor indices i and j. For both the crossed and
uncrossed diagrams, the Dirac traces of (3.39) are proportional to
Tr[P+LP_t] = 2, (3.46)
independent of FL. To leading order, then, the spin state of the light quarks only
enters the correlation function (3.39) through the phase qL. We have
('LH,lk(T)[I LH,ij(O)) = 36 (4rHL)2T (6il6jk E [vy(r)] - qL6ikajl [(r)]) ,
uncrossed crossed
diagrams diagrams
(3.47)
where v(r) = l(4n,)r. The analysis that led from (3.24) to (3.30), in Section 3.2,
now carries over directly. We find
('LH; I1 'LH; I) = 18 e - 2mBTa((r) - DIA7L C(r)) (3.48)
where U(r) and C(r) are defined in (3.31) and (3.32). Note that, upon projecting
onto eigenstates of isospin, the states I'ILH,ij) - IPLH; I) are equivalent to the basis
(3.33), SL; SSH; I). Accordingly, (3.48) reproduces the results presented in Table 3.2.
3.4 Interaction potentials
We extract the ground state energy of the meson/meson system from the exponential
decay of the correlation function:
Eo(r) = lim - I dn(JLH; I I LH;I) (3.49)
T-c a dT
We then define the interaction potential to be
VBB(r) = Eo(r) - 2 mB . (3.50)
From the definitions of U(r) and C(r), (3.31) and (3.32), we have
U(r) ± C(r) = (1 ± vw(r))TMl . (3.51)
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We therefore find
VBB () |a-'ln[1 +v, (r)] for (I,SL) = (1,0) and (0,1) , 3.52
-a-1 n[1 - v(r)] for (I,SL) = (0,0) and (1,1). ( )
Since the hopping constant L is strictly less than 1/2, v(r) = (42) becomes
very small for large separations. When we expand VBB to first order in v=(r), we find
the following leading order potentials:
a VBB (r) -v (r) for (I, SL) = (1,0) and (0,1), (353)
a. VBB(r-- (r) for (I, SL) = (0,0) and (1,1) . (353)
If we suppose that the interaction energy at large r is due to the exchange of a
particle of mass m, we would expect a Yukawa potential of the form V(r) e-m ra.
In the large-r limit, (3.53), this is exactly the type of potential we find: Setting
vr(r) = e-mra, the mass of the exchanged particle is
In ~~~~~~~~~(3.54)
m = a ln( ) . (3.54)
This is, not surprisingly, the leading order 7r (or p) mass we found in Section 3.1. We
therefore find that the two B mesons interact, at long-distances, via meson exchange.
This agrees, of course, with well-established phenomenological results. Our results
indicate that when the light quarks of the two mesons are in an overall antisymmetric
state, (I, SL) = (1, 0) or (0,1), the long-distance potential is attractive. When the
light quarks are in an overall symmetric state, (I, SL) = (0, 0) or (1, 1), the potential
is repulsive.
In [14], Michael and Pennanen performed a numerical lattice calculation of the
correlation functions we are interested in. To compare our results with theirs, we first
have to establish a reasonable value to use for rL. In Figure 3 of [14], Michael and
Pennanen plot the ratio of the crossed to uncrossed contribution for the correlation
function (BBIBB), for various values of r; their data is reproduced in our Figure E-1,
in Appendix E. Since we found that (BBIBB) oc 2U - C, we have plotted the ratio
C/2U, for the same values of r, in Figure E-1. Now, in their calculations, was
equal to 5.7; our 3 is equal to zero, corresponding to leading order in strong coupling.
Accordingly, their results differ from ours in regions of small r, where gluonic effects
are much more important. But at r > 3 (in lattice units), the value rL = .36 seems
to lead to a relatively good fit. (Their value for cL was .14077; their 7r mass, in lattice
units, was .53a. Using our leading order expression for my and the value rL = .36,
we find m, = .66a.)
Using this value of 1 L and a -1 = 1.1 GeV, we plot our potentials on top of
those of [14], for the corresponding values of I and SL, in Figures 3-4 and 3-5. At
zero separation, Michael and Pennanen find binding in the (I, SL) = (0, 0) and (1, 1)
channels, but not for (I, SL) = (1,0) or (0,1). This is due to color Coulomb forces
that we have completely neglected. For larger values of r, however, their potentials
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Table 3.3: Comparison of our results VBB(r) with those of heavy quark XPT [10].
I SL VBB(r) V (XPT) r V P + V
0 0 v7 (r) 9Wo/4 (2 -?)Wo
o 1 -v (r) -3Wo/4 -(2/3 + y)Wo
1 0 -v,(r) -3Wo/4 -(1 - )Wo
1 1 v,(r) Wo/4 (1/3 + )Wo
seem much more consistent with our results: They find "binding at moderate r (circa
0.5 fm) for I,SL=(1,0) and (0,1),"[14] (in their calculations, 0.5 fm corresponds to
about four lattice spacings). Moreover, the (I, SL) = (0, 0) and (1, 1) potentials seem
repulsive beyond one or two lattice spacings. Both of these results, for the larger
values of separation, agree quite well with our potentials. Hence, our strong coupling
expansion seems to work rather well in the mid- to long-distance regime.
Our potentials also agree, qualitatively, with the long-distance potentials calcu-
lated for the BB system in the context of the nonrelativistic quark model [9]. At
separations beyond about .5 f, they find repulsion in the (I, SL) = (1, 1) channel,
with an exponential falloff. For (I, SL) = (0, 1), they, like us, find the exact same
potential as for (I, SL) = (1, 1), but with the opposite sign. (It should be noted that
at short distances, they observe binding in the (I, SL) = (1, 1) channel, similar to [14].
Again, since we are working to leading order in strong coupling, we do not observe
this binding.)
In [10], Manohar and Wise study the BB system using XPT, in which the potential
is dominated by r-exchange. One main difference between their results and ours is
that we do not find the tensor interaction that leads to a splitting between the SL = 1,
ML = 0 state and the SL = 1, ML = +1 states. However, if we consider the average
over spin states, the tensor interaction cancels out, and their results agree nicely with
ours. A comparison of results is presented in Table 3.3. The fourth column contains
the spin-averaged potentials from Table 1 of [10], where
Wo(r) = 2f--2e 3r) (3.55)
with g the coupling constant associated with the 7r/B interaction, and f the pion
decay constant. To the order at which we have been working, the r, p, r and w are
degenerate. In the fifth column we have included the chiral perturbation exchange
potentials associated with these mesons, assuming they all have the same mass. The
ratio y is equal to (3/4)(gv/g) 2(f/m) 2, where gv is the coupling between the vector
mesons and the B mesons. As long as -y is less than one (a reasonable assumption),
the signs of our potentials always agree with those of Manohar and Wise.
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Figure 3-4: The interaction potential VBB(r) for SL = 1, I = 0,1. Our results are the
dashed curves; the data, connected by the solid lines, is taken from Figures 6 and 9
of [14]. (The error bars of [14] have been omitted.)
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Figure 3-5: The interaction potential VBB(r) for SL = 0, I = 0, 1. Our results are the
dashed curves; the data, connected by the solid lines, is taken from Figures 7 and 8
of [14] (error bars omitted).
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Chapter 4
The baryon/antimeson system
We now move on to consider baryons which contain one heavy b-quark and two light
quarks, the physical prototypes being the Ab and Eb/Eb. In this chapter we will study
the leading order interaction between a b-baryon and an anti-b-meson. Many of the
calculations will be quite similar to those of Chapter 3, and again we will find an
exchange potential whose sign, and now magnitude, depends on the combined spin
and isospin of the light quarks.
First, in Section 4.1, we introduce our b-baryon interpolating operators (denoted
S throughout our calculations) and determine the leading order b-baryon mass. In
Section 4.2 we calculate the interaction potentials. Our results are presented in Table
4.2.
4.1 The leading order baryon mass
For our b-baryon interpolating operators we use
Sij (7 X) = abc b (T, x) (qi (T, x)Crqj(r, x)), (4.1)
where "S," has been chosen to represent a generic b-baryon. As in Chapter 3, we let
F E {-iY 5, , Y3,-7-}; the properties of the charge conjugation matrix C are listed
in Appendix A. The baryon is destroyed at (r',x') by the adjoint of (4.1),
(St1(' x')74)/ -Edefbt(T x W)( ([, xr)FrtCq(T',r x')) . (4.2)
(We will reserve the notation S for the antibaryon interpolating operator.)
The physical b-baryons, Ab, Eb and Eb, have quantum numbers I(JP) = 0(2+),
1( +) and 1(3+), respectively. In the Ab, the light quarks are in an SL = 0 spin
singlet state; the spin of Ab is determined by the b-quark. Hence, (4.1) should have
nonzero overlap with Ab if we let F = -i'Y5s. If the light quarks are in an SL = 1 spin
triplet state, the spin 1/2 b-quark couples with the light quarks to form the spin 1/2
Eb or the spin 3/2 E. (In the infinite mass limit, the spin of the b-quark decouples,
and the Eb and E* are degenerate.) We expect (4.1) to have a nonzero overlap with
Eb/Eb* when r C {a+, 73,-7-}-
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Figure 4-1: Contraction patterns for the baryon two-point correlation function.
The baryon mass is given by the large-T limit of the two-point correlation function
(SO,kl(T, O) IS,ij(O, 0)) =-(b,(qiCFqj) b(4tCQk))
=-((M l).,(Tr[M.JlrtC(M-Il)TCr]3 ~ ~~~~~~(4.3)
-Tr[Ml(Mi1rtc) T cr])) .
The two ways of contracting the light quarks are shown in Figure 4-1. After integrat-
ing over the link variables, the contraction shown in Figure 4-1(a) leads to a factor
of 6, while the contraction shown in Figure 4-1(b) leads to a -6. (This is shown in
Appendix B.2.)
The leading order quark propagators are represented by straight lines from r = 0
to T:
b -(1 4)(2H)T- -P(2H)T (44)
- jl '(1 y4)(2/L)T = jl P-(2nL)T , etc. (4.5)
The correlation function (4.3) then becomes
(S3,kl IS,ij) = 6 (8/H/)T) (P6j)a(jkTr[PP'] + 6k6iTr[P+PCrPcr*c])
(4.6)
where we have used CPTC =-PF.
The two light quarks of IS) are combined into symmetric and antisymmetric states
of isospin and spin. We can write 6 jkSil = OI6 jIAik, with rh defined as in (3.29), and
cr0*c = rLr t , with 77L defined as in (3.45). Then the Dirac traces in (4.6) each reduce
to Tr[P+rP-Ft] = 2, independent of the spin matrix F, and we have
1 I(SO,k Sa,ij) = 24 (8nHI)T (P_)aO jlik 2(1 ± qIqL) (4.7)
2
Note that the proper Fermi statistics are automatically projected out: The light
quarks of IS) should be antisymmetric under exchange, and since the quarks are
antisymmetric in color, they must be symmetric in their combined spin and isospin;
the correlation function equals zero unless ri = r7L (= ±1).
Using equation (2.35) we find the leading order mass:
mA,,E* = - In 8 2 ) . (4.8)8nH 2
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At this order, Ab, Eb and E, are degenerate. The degeneracy persists at all orders
for Eb/Eb, but higher orders in strong coupling will split the masses of Ab and Eb.
If, as in Section 3.1, we let L = 1/4, /H = 1/400 and a = 1.12 GeV - , we find
mA,. zz 5970 MeV. The physical Ab mass is approximately 5264 MeV; the masses
of Eb and E* are not well measured experimentally.
4.2 The baryon/antimeson four-point correlation
function
We will now place an anti-b-meson at x = (0, 0, 0), a b-baryon at x = (0, 0, r), and
calculate their leading order interaction potential. For our antimeson interpolating
operators we will use the CP-conjugates of our meson operators (3.1) from Chapter
3:
Bi (T, x) = U(CP) Bi (T, x) U (CP)
= ba(r, x)rqia(r, x), (4.9)
Bj(T ',x') =-q ((T', x')Ftba(T', x'), (4.10)
where E {i'Y5, 'Y+, Y3, -7}. (The pseudoscalar mesons are CP-odd, hence the
change of sign from = -Y5 to F = i 5. The vector mesons, however, are CP-
even. These phases preserve the nonrelativistic limit of (3.5) and (3.6). In particular,
ib 5 q (Tqb - qTb)-) The reason we place an antimeson bq at x = 0 is that,
for the time being, we want to concentrate on situations where gauge plaquettes
and sea quarks do not contribute to leading order. For this, we need all three light
quarks propagating in the same direction. If, on the other hand, we place a meson
qb at x = 0, we would get leading order contributions of the type shown in Figure
6-3. The closed loops lead to interesting effects. We will defer the discussion of the
baryon-meson potential until Chapter 7.
To determine the baryon/antimeson interaction potential, we need the leading
order expression for the correlation function
(Smn(T, r)Bj4(T, 0)BJ (0, 0)S2,kl(0, r)) =
((bl1 qi)' b2,a(qkCF2qj)' b3,(nrtCm) (jFrtb4)) · ( )
There are six ways of contracting the light quarks, as shown in Figure 4-2. Now, the
light quarks at (0, r), qk and q, are antisymmetric under interchange of their combined
color, flavor and spin indices. The same is true of the antiquarks m and n at (T, r).
We can use this antisymmetry to reduce the correlation function to a sum of two
terms, rather than six. For example, letting qk -4 q, the term represented by Figure
4-2(b) takes the same form as term 4-2(a). The minus sign from the interchange
of labels cancels the sign difference that arises from the fermion anticommutation,
so that, after the permutation of indices, 4-2(b) ends up with the same sign as 4-
2(a). Similarly, terms 4-2(c), 4-2(d) and 4-2(e) can be put in the form of 4-2(f).
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Figure 4-2: The six quark contractions of the baryon/antimeson system.
The correlation function (4.11) becomes a sum of two terms, the first representing all
uncrossed diagrams, the second all crossed diagrams:
Q3 -4-1 2 -t .TMi-1].CMITr2(S,mnBj BiS,k) = -2 ((Mb1),5 Tr[Mb lrlMi 1 rl] Tr[M1C(M )T C 2])
+ 4 ((Mb-)1 X Tr[M-Fl Mi-1 'rtC(M-) T Cr2 M- 1 ]).
~(M; m) r n(4.12) (4.12)
The heavy quark propagators again act like projection operators:
(Mb-l). = (2rH) (P±)a. (4.13)
As in Chapter 3, we only allow lowest order quark-antiquark exchanges between the
baryon and the antimeson. The light quark propagators in the Dirac traces of (4.12)
will therefore always be flanked by P_ projection operators, so that, for example,
P_Mi-iP_ = 6 j P- (2nL)T [1(2 nL)r]N . (4.14)
(See the discussion that led up to (3.23).) Here, Ni is the number
involving the quark qi; note that Ni + Nk + Nl = 2N, where N is the
of quark-antiquark exchanges. The Dirac traces in (4.12) can therefore
in the uncrossed term,
iTrr-1[M r-1bti T) ir 4Tr~t 1 Eli2 ] lNiVr[Mvb~lFvij4] 2 (4jHTL) T ]i 1 - 2 KL- NTr [ MCT, M,-3 1 4~ ]·= 2r[4 1K ]. l2nL
of exchanges
total number
be simplified;
(4.15)
Trr[MInlr3tC(M;1)TCr2] = -2 (4K2)T 6 ln 6km· * Tr[r2r3] [(2KL)r]Nk+N (4.16)
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and in the crossed term,
Tr[ 1bll 1Mt31C(M )TCF2 M 1Fl4t])T r2)T 1 (4.17)
2 (4KHrL )(4) ) in 6ij dkm 2Tr[P+ r1F I3 L 2'F [22rL)]NNkN
The link-variable integrations can be evaluated diagrammatically; an example of such
an evaluation is presented in Appendix B.2. In every diagram we will get a factor of six
from the baryon propagator and a factor of three from the meson propagator. Every
exchange will contribute a factor of (1/3). Some of the exchanges will contribute a
factor of -1, and we will need to employ a bit of bookkeeping to keep track of the
sign. This will be done momentarily; for now, we will simply associate a 1/3 with
each exchange, so that we can write:
(3)N [I(2/L)] Ni+Nk+N = [l( 4 2 )r]N () N (4.18)
The correlation function (4.12) now reduces to
(3 -41 S--4
144e- ( mB+mAb)Ta (P)a,' (6ij6ln6km . r1 1TrF2F3] [V(r)]
uncrossed
diagrams (4.19)
-
6
in
6 lj 6 km 2Tr P+ 1 F3 42F1] E [VIr (r)])
crossed
diagrams
which is of nearly the same form as the corresponding expression (3.24) from Chapter
3. Note that we have used the leading order expressions for the meson and baryon
masses to set (4rHL)T(8SHK2 )T = exp{-(mB + mAb)Ta}.
The sums over diagrams in (4.19) are slightly more complicated than the corre-
sponding sums in Section 3.2, due to the presence here of an additional light quark.
If we label the light quarks by their flavor indices at time zero, then in any given
diagram, in between a general time T and T + 1, the light quarks will be in one of the
following configurations:
=-- ° I; -W- V ~ ; VV 3>- i'--->J k- V2 l I 1J
(4.20)
Initially, the three light quarks are in state vl. If an exchange occurs, q can be
exchanged with either qk or q, leading to states v2 or 3 , respectively. Likewise, from
v 2 the system can proceed, through a single exchange, to either 3 or vl; from V3 , a
single exchange leads to vl or v2. Each exchange contributes a factor of (4 )r =
v1, (r) to the value of the diagram. In addition, a transition from v2 to 3 leads to
an extra minus sign, as shown in the example in Appendix B.2. Altogether then, we
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Table 4.1: Irrep's of SU(2) for three quarks: qi(qkql). The parentheses indicate the
baryon's quarks. The subscripts '' and 'A' refer to the symmetry of the baryon's
quarks, and are used to distinguish the I = representations.
2S = (d(uu) + u(ud) +u(du)) 1, -)S = (2u(dd) -d(ud) -d(du))
, )s= A (d(ud) + d(du) + u(dd)) I 2 )A = (u(ud) -u(du))12 -2)s =d(dd) )12, v- A = (d(ud)- u(du))
-_ ) = d(dd) -= -A (d(ud - d(du))
have the following transition matrix between a general time r and r + 1:
0O 1 1 
P = 1 + vr(r) 0 -1 . (4.21)
1 -1 O
This matrix operates on the state vectors given in (4.20). Using (4.21), we can readily
compute the sums over crossed and uncrossed diagrams in the correlation function
(4.19). To compute the sum over uncrossed diagrams, we must calculate
[vr(r)] = VT Po Pl PT vl
uncrossed = VT pT+l.v1
diagrams 1 P V
- 1[2(1 + (r))T+1 + (1 2 v (r))T+l1] (4.22)
For the crossed diagrams, as shown in Figure 4-2(f), qi gets contracted with n, qk
with 1m, and ql with 4j. Since the light quarks end up in what we have called state
V3 , we calculate
5 [wv(r)] = Vl* P+ v3= [(1 + v(r))+l - (1 - 2v(r)) ] . (4.23)
crossed
diagrams
Before writing down our final expression for the correlation function, it is conve-
nient to project onto eigenstates of isospin. The light quarks can be combined into
three irreducible representations of SU(2), listed in Table 4.1. The subscripts S and
A indicate whether the light quarks of the baryon are combined symmetrically or
antisymmetrically.
In this basis of definite isospin, we now write our final expression for the correlation
function:
(SB4; I'B s; I) = 48 e-(-B+mAb)Ta (P_)a
*(dss, Trr] 1rr] r)7 , 1[rltt]C ),(4.24)
-- l[r2Fr]]. 2(r) ,, Tr [P+Prr 4]rl5)(Sip · 4 Tr [F1 r4] 4 2
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with
U(r) 2(1 +v (r))T+l +t- (1 - 2 v(r))T+l (4.25)
C(r) (1 + v (r))T+l - (1 - 2v,(r))T+l, (4.26)
I 42)r,( 1) = 4 (4.27)
and
I1 for: I = )s I' = 3)s
i 2
- 1/2 I)s - ID
2 2171' - (I |tn kim| = |2 )/ 2 I2)> (4.28)
-~F/2 1)s 1)A or I 1)A 1)S
The various correlation functions can quickly be calculated using equation (4.24).
The results are presented in Appendix C.2.
As can be seen in Tables C.3 and C.4 of Appendix C.2, the basis in which we have
calculated the correlation functions is not an orthogonal basis. This is because, in the
heavy quark limit, the mesons B and B* are degenerate in mass, as are the baryons
Ab, Eb and E;. When we considered the interactions between two mesons in Section
3.2, we constructed an orthogonal basis by combining the four quarks into angular
momentum eigenstates using the appropriate Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. Angular
momentum is, of course, still a good quantum number, and we could follow the same
approach here. Instead, we will arrive at the same result by simply diagonalizing
the matrices of correlation functions in Tables C.3 and C.4. The resulting orthogo-
nal basis vectors, listed in Table D.2, are indeed angular momentum eigenstates in
the nonrelativistic limit, as can be verified explicitly. The values of the correlation
functions computed in the orthogonal basis
ISL) (® I) (4.29)
are displayed in Table 4.2.
The two possible values for the correlation functions in the orthogonal basis (4.29)
correspond to a purely repulsive potential and a purely attractive potential. From
their definitions (4.25) and (4.26),
U~(r) + (r) = 3(1 + vwT(r))T (4.30)
Ul(r) - 2C(r) = 3(1 - 2v,(r))T (4.31)
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Table 4.2:
potentials,
definitions
Baryon/antimeson correlation functions, and leading order interaction
in the orthogonal basis ISL) 0 I). See (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) for the
of U(r), C(r) and v (r).
ISL) II) (SL; I SL; I) a VA^(r)
I)s I)s 48 e-(m+mAb)Ta X (U - 2C) 2v,r(r)
)s Is x (U + C) -v(r)
ID)S Is x ( + C) - (r)
(1)A I|)A + )S 31)S) X ( - 2C) 2v(r)
x (11)A ®Il)A -I)s31 X (U +) v (r)72 2 2 ) 21 2 X( + j)-v
The interaction potentials are therefore
VA(r) = -a' d ln(SL, IISL, I) -(mB + mAb)
-a -1 ln[ +v v(r) ] for U + C,
-a -1 ln[1 - 2v(r)] for U - 2C.
(4.32)
(4.33)
In Table 4.2, the interaction potentials are given in the limit of large separation r
between the baryon and the antimeson.
As is clear from Table 4.2, there are two configurations of light quarks that dis-
tinctly show repulsion. Note that the first, ISL) 0 II ) )s0 )s, has precisely the
spin/isospin of the A-isobar; the other, ISL) II) -2)A2( 1)A1 +1)s(} 2)s) has
the spin/isospin of the nucleon. This coincidence can be explained by the fact that
these are the two spin/isospin configurations that are completely symmetric under
interchange of any of the three light quarks, and suggests that the energy eigenstates
can be classified according to how they transform under the larger group SU(4) of
combined spin and isospin. If we couple two fundamentals of SU(4), we have
-o1- = WE
404= 106. (4.34)
We know that the light quarks in the baryon are symmetric in combined spin and
isospin, so they must transform under the symmetric 10. There are then two ways
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to couple the third light quark:
-1=w I I Ilej
10 4 = 2 0 symm 2 0 mixed (4.35)
The symmetric states })S 0 13)s and 0 ()A )A + I1)S I)S) transform under
the totally symmetric 20 of SU(4). The A and nucleon are, of course, color singlets;
antisymmetry in color, combined with symmetry under combined spin and isospin,
leads to overall antisymmetry under quark exchange, in accordance with Fermi statis-
tics. In our baryon/antimeson system, there is no requirement that the three light
quarks be totally symmetric in combined spin and isospin, and in fact the light quarks
of the three states that exhibit (identical) attractive potentials transform under the
mixed 20 of SU(4).
This understanding shines a new light on our results from the meson/meson case
(which were presented in Table 3.2). There, when the two light quarks transformed
under the symmetric 10 of SU(4), the mesons exhibited a repulsive potential. When
the light quarks were antisymmetric in combined spin and isospin, transforming under
the antisymmetric 6, an attractive potential between the mesons was manifest.
In both the meson/meson and the baryon/antimeson systems, the energy eigen-
states fall into irreducible representations of SU(4). In both systems, when the light
quarks are combined in an overall symmetric state of spin and isospin, the interaction
potential is repulsive. On the other hand, antisymmetry or mixed symmetry leads to
an attractive potential. In the next chapter, we will see whether this rule continues
to hold for the baryon/baryon system.
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Chapter 5
The baryon/baryon system
We are now ready to place two b-baryons on the lattice separated by a distance r.
We use the interpolating operators of the last section,
Sa,ij (7, X) = 6abc b (T, x) (q (T, x)Crqj(T, x)), (5.1)
(STlI(T',X)4)0 = defb(T ,X)(4f(T ',X')FtC 4k(r',X')) , (5.2)
where F E {-i', 7+, y3,-"7-}. To determine the baryon/baryon interaction poten-
tial, we must calculate the correlation function
(S,3..(:.T r)S6, (T, 0)IS ij(0, 0)S,, k(0, 5))
= (bl(qiCFrlqj) b (qkCr2qj) b}(nFJCm) b( sFCCr)).)
There are now four light quarks, and we have a total of 4! = 24 different contraction
patterns. The various contractions fall under one of three types: the uncrossed, in
which the light quarks of S1 are both contracted with the light antiquarks of S4
(there are four contractions of this type); the single-crossed, in which one of Si's
light quarks gets contracted with an antiquark in S3 (sixteen of this type); and the
double-crossed, in which both of Si's quarks are contracted with the antiquarks of
S3 (four of this type). Examples are shown in Figures 5-1(a)-(c). The light quarks of
the individual baryon interpolating operators are antisymmetric under interchange of
m
n
r
S
k Om ko--> Omm1- en lo on
io - ; - r i r
~ ~ ~~~~ a§
__jo _ _> _S jo- " sn >. * n > __&
(a) Uncrossed: U(r). (b) Single-crossed: Cl(r). (c) Double-crossed: C2 (r).
Figure 5-1: Three of the 24 quark contractions in the baryon four-point correlation
function (5.3).
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their combined color, flavor and spin indices. Using this antisymmetry, each of the
24 terms in the correlation function takes the form of one of the contraction patterns
shown in Figure 5-1. We have
3 4 1 2(-ymn"Jrs1S,ijS,kl) = (Mb
(4 (Tr[M~-I1r4C(Mgl)TCrl] . Tr[MI'-1rtC(M;-1)TCr2])
-16 (Tr[M-l Frt C(M-1) TC 2 M-1tC(Mi1) TCF1 (5.4)
+ 4 (Tr[MflrtC(M;-l)TCFr] Tr[M51tC(M~1J)TCr2])) ,
where the first term corresponds to the uncrossed diagrams, the second to the single-
crossed diagrams, and the third to the double-crossed diagrams.
An approximation we are now forced to make explicit is that four-quark exchanges
are not allowed. The baryon/baryon system naturally allows these exchanges at low
order, while the meson/meson and baryon-meson did not; see Figure E-2 of Appendix
E. This exchange (representing a combination of exotic meson exchange and two-
meson exchange) should lead to a Yukawa potential that falls off much faster than
the meson exchange potentials we have been finding. At short distances this may
become an important effect, but we will neglect these diagrams in what follows.
If we only allow lowest order quark-antiquark exchanges between the two baryons,
then the Dirac structure of (5.4) simplifies in almost the exact same way as for the
baryon/antimeson correlation function in Section 4.2 (see the discussion that led up to
(4.19)). Without repeating all of the details, the baryon four-point function becomes
(SmnS S IS1,jSkl) = 576 e-2mAbTa (P_)a(P)y
(6irJjsakm6ln 4Tr[rlr4] Tr[rr] (r)4 ~ ~~ 4
uncrossed
diagrams
-6ir6jn6km6ls Tr[P+J lr 3 rt r t] E [v,(r) (5.5)
single-crossed
diagrams
+~~~~. i
+ imjnAkrls r rl r3 ]4T r[ r 2r t] E [V(r)])
double-crossed
diagrams
The sums over the uncrossed, single-crossed and double-crossed diagrams can be
evaluated in the same way as in Section 4.2. In between times T and r + 1, the four
light quarks are in one of six configurations:
k- j->-j --
=- V1 ; = V2; = V3 ; = V4 ; = V5 ; = V6 .Wi- thes- cfutnwt- tk- > - > --,>ij t s c i veo vk- (1,
With these configurations we can associate the state vectors vT 100,,,)
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vT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), etc. The light quarks start off in state v1, and through a single
exchange can proceed to any of the states v2 through 5, but not v6. (Proceeding
directly from v1 to v6 would require a four-quark exchange, of the type shown in
Figure E-2, which we do not allow.) Every exchange contributes a factor of v,(r) to
the value of the diagram. From state v2, an exchange leads to one of the states v1, V3 ,
v4 or 6, with an extra minus sign, due to the link variable integrations, associated
with the transitions 2 -- v3 and 2 v4. Similar considerations for the remaining
quark configurations leads to the following transition matrix:
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 -1 -1 0 1
p = 1 + V(r) 1 -1 0 0 -1 1 (5.6)
1 -1 0 0 -1 1(5.6)
1 0 -1 -1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
For the uncrossed diagrams, Figure 5-1(a), the quarks start off and end up in state
V; in the single-crossed diagrams, they end up in what we have called state 3 ; for
the double-crossed diagrams, state v6. We then have
uE[vr(r)]= vT PT V1 - U(r), (5.7)
uncrossed
diagrams
1 -
E [v(r)] = V PT V -3 (r), (5.8)
single-crossed
diagrams 1-E [Vlr(r)] IVV, PT+1V6 6 C2(r) . (5.9)
6
double-crossed
diagrams
Because P, is symmetric, it can be written in the form P, = QDQT, where Q is an
orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of P,, and D is a diagonal ma-
trix whose elements are the eigenvalues of P. Since pT+ = QDT+iQT, diagonalizing
PT allows us to easily find expressions for U(r), Ci(r) and C2(r); these are given in
(5.12), (5.13) and (5.14).
As in Sections 3.2 and 4.2, we will project the correlation functions onto eigenstates
of isospin. The four light quarks combine to form six irreducible representations of
SU(2):
2 2 2 2 = (3S 1A) ® (3s 1A)
= 5ss 3ss lss 3A e 3As ®lAA (5.10)
The first subscript indicates whether the light quarks of the baryon at z = 0 are com-
bined symmetrically or antisymmetrically; the second subscript gives the symmetry
of the light quarks at z = r. The highest weights of the six irreducible representations
are presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: The highest weights of the six irrep's of SU(2) for four quarks: (qiqj)(qkql).
2, +2)ss = (uu)(uu)
I1, +1)ss = ((uu)(ud + du) - (ud + du)(uu))
, O)ss ((uu)(dd) - (ud + du)(ud + du) + (dd)(uu))
1, +1)SA = (uu)(ud - du)
1, +1)AS= (ud - du)(uu)
IO, O)AA (ud - du)(ud - du)
Projecting onto isospin eigenstates, the correlation function (5.5) becomes
(S3 S; I'IlSS; I) =
96e- 2mAbTa (P-)(PTr-)[1 (jii, * Tr[r] F2r3] U(r)4 4 4 2 1 1 r
-_' Tr[P+LN 2FTh Ci(r) + II'2 4 p]TrA r3]* Tr[P2 C2(r))7iq- , 1·Trlp+rl rtr  rl] elZ (?-q 'I2' 4T[F] 4T
(5.11)
where
U(r) = 2(1 + 2v (r))Tl + (1- 4v(r))T+l + 3 (5.12)
Ci(r) = (1 + 2v(r))T +l - (I - 4v(r))T+ , (5.13)
C2 (r) 2(1 + 2v (r))T+l + (1 - 4v (r))T+l - 3 (5.14)
and
jI1 = (I' 6irSjnkmls I), (5.15)
7II'2 = (I 6imSjnSkr5 lsl) . (5.16)
The values of the correlation functions are presented in Tables C.5, C.6 and C.7
of Appendix C.3. We diagonalize the matrices of correlation functions to find an
orthogonal basis of definite light quark spin and isospin. The correlation functions
calculated in this basis are presented in Table 5.2.
In the orthogonal basis, the correlation functions take three possible values. The
combinations
-- 4J + 82 = 6(1 - 4v~r(r))T+ , (5.17)
U- C2 =6, (5.18)
U+ 2C + C 2= 6(1 + 2v (r)) T+l , (5.19)
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Table 5.2: Baryon/baryon correlation functions, and leading order interaction poten-
tials, in the orthogonal basis SL)0II). See (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) for the definitions
of U(r), Cl(r) and C2 (r). The subscripts 'S' and 'A' indicate the symmetry of the
baryons' light quarks, and are used to label the spin and isospin representations; see
Table 5.1.
ISL) II) (SL; IISL; I) a VAA(r)
12)ss (S,) 2 )ss 96 e 2mAbT x (U- 4C + C2) 4v=(r)
12)s  I )ss x (U - C 2) -
12)ss 0e O)ss x (U + 2 1 + C 2) -2v,(r)
I1)ss e) 12)ss x (ui - C2)
73(11)SA 0 I1)sA + I1)As 0 I1)As
+ 1)ss I)ss) x ( -4Cl + C2) 4v(r)
I ()SA I1)SA I1)AS ( 11)AS) x (U-C 2 )
76' (I 1)SA (8) I1)SA + II) AS 8 I 1)AS
-2 . 1)ss ® I 1)ss) x (a + 2C + 2) -2v, (r)
1I)Ss 2 1: )ss X ( - 2)
IO)ss 0 12 )ss x (U + 2C1 + 2) -2v,(r)
I)ss I )ss x ( - C2) -
(Io)ss IO)ss + IO)AA ( IO)AA) x ( U- 4C1 + C 2 ) 4v(r)
7(1 ss 0) )ss - I0)AA 0 I0)AA) ( + 2C1 + C2) -2vr(r)
lead to the following interaction potentials:
a. VAA (r) = - lim d ln(SL, I SL, I) - 2 mAba
T-co dT
-ln[1-4v,(r)] for U-4C + 2 ,
= 0 for U-C 2 ,
-ln[1 + 2v,(r)] for U + 2C1 + C2 .
(5.20)
(5.21)
In Table 5.2 we give the interaction potentials in the limit of large separation r
between the two baryons.
It is natural to ask whether the energy eigenstates in Table 5.2 can be classified
according to how they transform under the combined spin and isospin SU(4), as was
the case for the meson/meson and baryon/antimeson systems. The light quarks in
each of the baryons transform under symmetric 10 representations of SU(4). When
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we couple two 10's, we have
10 10 35 (D 45 ED 20 . (5.22)
Of the states listed in Table 5.2, three are completely symmetric in combined spin and
isospin under exchange of any of the light quarks: ISL)0 II) = 12 )ss 2 )ss, (1 1)SA0
I1)SA+I1)SS®I1)SS+j1)ASIj1)AS) and 0(IO)ss®10)ss+jIO)AA O)AA). These three
states transform under the symmetric 35 of SU(4), and all exhibit the interaction
potential 4v,(r). There are five states in Table 5.2 that have a vanishing leading order
interaction potential. Each of these states is antisymmetric under the simultaneous
exchange of both quarks at z = 0 with the quarks at z = r, indicating that they
transform under the 45 of SU(4). The four remaining states in Table 5.2 have an
attractive potential, -2v.(r). These states are symmetric under the simultaneous
exchange of both quarks at z = 0 with those at z = r; these states transform under the
20 of SU(4). As in the meson/meson and baryon/antimeson systems, when the light
quarks are in an overall symmetric state of combined spin and isospin, the interaction
potential is repulsive. The mixed-symmetry configurations, in the baryon/baryon
system, lead to a vanishing potential and an attractive potential. Thus, a general rule
seems to hold that the "more antisymmetric" the SU(4) representation of the light
quarks, the more attractive the resulting interaction potential between the hadrons
becomes.
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Chapter 6
The meson/antimeson system
In this chapter we will find the leading order potential between a -meson and an
anti-b-meson. First, in Section 6.1, we argue that it is no longer reasonable to neglect
sea quark loops and gauge plaquettes, since it is precisely these effects that generate
the leading order interaction. Then, in Section 6.2, we will derive an expression for
the potential and examine it in the limit of large and small separation r.
6.1 General considerations
Superficially, the meson/antimeson system is similar to the meson/meson system
studied in Chapter 3. There, the leading order potential results from the exchange
of valence quark-antiquark pairs. Sea quarks and gauge plaquettes may significantly
alter this potential at small separation, but at large separation their main effect is to
provide mass corrections to the exchanged meson in the Yukawa potential. For the
meson/antimeson system, however, the potential is dominated by the effects of sea
quarks and gauge plaquettes.
To see this, let us first consider the meson/antimeson system in the quenched
approximation (no sea quarks) to leading order in strong coupling (no gauge plaque-
ttes). The light quarks of the four-point function (B 3B 41BiB2) can be contracted in
two possible ways which, as in previous sections, we can label uncrossed and crossed;
see Figure 6-1. What diagrams will contribute to the leading order potential? A
K2 j ~k !>_ kB3 A2 j! Ok B3
B1 is B4
1B i al B4
(a) The lowest order uncrossed diagram. (b) The lowest order crossed diagram.
Figure 6-1: The uncrossed and crossed contraction patterns for the meson/antimeson
four-point correlation function.
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2 j< o B3 B2 j kB3
B,~ ~ ~ ~BBi oB rB 4
(a) Two "lowest order" exchanges require (b) A single exchange, O(n4) above lowest
an exotic intermediate state for the B prop- order.
agator.
Figure 6-2: Complications that arise from remaining in the quenched approximation.
single quark-antiquark exchange, of the type shown in Figure 6-1(b), will certainly
contribute. Two such exchanges, however, lead to complications. If we only consider
lowest order exchanges, then a diagram akin to Figure 6-2(a) is required. In between
exchanges, the B propagator is forced into an exotic configuration of four quarks.
This costs energy, of course, causing the exchanges to occur as close together as pos-
sible in Euclidean time. We are then, essentially, considering the exchange of a single,
exotic four-quark object: two two-quark exchanges separated by a single time step.
If we relax our restriction of only considering lowest order exchanges, then we can
consider diagrams of the type shown in Figure 6-2(b), where each exchange is O(nL4)
above lowest order. To leading order in the quenched strong coupling approximation,
we expect exchanges of this sort to be the dominant contribution to the uncrossed
term of the four-point correlation function. The situation for the crossed diagrams
is worse: All crossed diagrams with more than a single exchange will necessarily in-
volve the propagation of exotic four-quark objects. The uncrossed term will therefore
dominate the correlation function in the quenched strong coupling approximation.
Rather than simplifying our calculations, the quenched approximation is leading
to complications, so let us shrug it off and allow closed loops of sea quarks to appear.
We now have diagrams consisting of lowest order exchanges, of the sort shown in Fig-
ure 6-3(a), without any exotic four-quark propagators. It is precisely these diagrams
that will determine the leading order, long distance meson/antimeson potential. Fur-
thermore, if we allow gauge plaquettes, we have diagrams like those in Figure 6-3(b),
which will dominate at small separations.
6.2 The four-point correlation function
To calculate the meson/antimeson four-point function we will follow the approach
taken in Section 3.3: Use, from the beginning, an interpolating operator in which the
light quarks are combined into angular momentum eigenstates. The operators
LH,ij(T = 0)= (b2RFHbl) (P+qj) (6.1)
t ('= T) = (bdrt bc) . (qrtP+q d) , (6.2)
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B2 j
B i
Bz ~ ~~ ~~3 2i: ~~~~~~ ~ ..... .... ]k
B B lB _i [L_ ['-] [ X I B4B4 B1 i 
(a) (b)
Figure 6-3: Including the effects of (a) sea quarks and (b) gauge plaquettes.
where L,H E {-iY5,7+, 73,- /-}, will act as the source and the sink for the me-
son/antimeson pair. (Compare with (3.37) and (3.38) of Section 3.3.) We are inter-
ested in the following correlation function:
(ILH,lk( )LH,ij(0)) = (b2Fsbl iP+FLqj b4rHb3 qkrLP+ql)
= (Tr[M1 FMrH 1Frt] (TrMJkLP+MP L]
-Tr[MilP+rL] R[MIkrLP+])).
(6.3)
The first term in parentheses represents the uncrossed diagrams, the second term
represents the crossed diagrams. Note that the correlation function is independent of
rHI
Tr[M71 FHM 1 FHt] = Tr[P+FHPFH] (2irH) 2 = 2(2nH) 2T, (6.4)
which is what we expect in the infinite mass limit.
Even if we allow sea quark loops and gauge plaquettes, the leading order contri-
butions to the uncrossed diagrams are of the type shown in Figure 6-2(b), with each
exchange 0(4) above the lowest order exchanges of Figure 6-3(a). For the moment,
we are only interested in lowest order exchanges and hence the only uncrossed dia-
gram we need consider is the one with no exchanges (shown in Figure 6-1(a)). For
the uncrossed term of (6.3), then,
M7 1 -jk ' (2L)TP, (6.5)
Ml1 .= .i (2KL)TP+, (6.6)
and
Tr[M-jLP+Mi P+rL = il6ajk 2(2nL)2 . (6.7)
To leading order, the uncrossed contribution to the correlation function is independent
of the light quark spin.
The spin dependence comes from the crossed diagrams, two of which are shown in
Figure 6-3. Note that the valence light quark propagators (represented in the figures
by non-shaded arrows) look the same in Figures 6-3(a) and (b). This holds in general
for the leading order crossed diagrams, allowing us to simplify the crossed term of
(6.3). For example, if qj hops to steps in the +r-direction, gets exchanged by hopping
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r steps in the (-z)-direction, then hops another to steps in the (-r)-direction, its
propagator is
1 I2to * (1 7)tO 1( + -73)(2/CL) (1 +- 74)t2 _ 73~~~~~
ij (2L) 2 t ° + r P 73 (6.8)
Similarly, if ql hops tN steps in the (-T)-direction before being exchanged,
Mk= - 6 1k * (2L) 2tN+r (6.9)
Sea quark loops and plaquettes will fill the inner regions of the crossed diagrams.
We will calculate their effects explicitly in the next section. For now, we will take
a factor of 9 (2sL) 2T - 2(t°+tN) out of the sea quark/plaquette contribution and label
the result F(T, r). (The factor of nine results from the group integrals over the
link variables along the B and B propagators; each propagator yields a factor of
three. Taking out the (2rCL)2T- 2(t°+tN) makes the correlation function proportional to
(4;HKL)2T = e- 2mBTa.) We then have
('FLH, Ikl'LH,ij) = 18 e- 2mBTa. (26il6jk + 6ijlk Tr[P_7 3 FL] Tr[P+73FL] . F(T, r))
(6.10)
Of the four possible spin states for the light quarks, only rL = 73 survives the Dirac
traces of the crossed term:
Tr[P±73rL] = {1 for 0 3 * (6.11)
L -i' 5, '7+, 7-.
Before calculating the vacuum effects that give us F(T,r), we will project the
light quarks onto isospin eigenstates. The antiquark (at z = 0) and the quark (at
z = r) can be combined into one of the I = 1 flavor eigenstates, du, (dd - Uu) or
-ud, or the I = 0 eigenstate (dd + Uu). The delta functions associated with the
uncrossed and crossed terms of (6.10) then become, respectively,
(I' 6iljk I) = 6I , (6.12)
0 otherwise.
The correlation function now has a relatively simple form:
('LH; I'I'LH; I) = 36 e-2mBTa . II . (1 + ' F(T, )) , (6.14)
where
f= 1 for FL =73and I -0, (6.15)
0 otherwise,
and, again, F(T, r) represents the leading order contribution from sea quarks and
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gauge plaquettes. From (6.14) it is clear that the leading order meson/antimeson
potential is nontrivial only for a single combination of spin and isospin:
VBp(r) =-a-' d ln[1 + F(T, r)] (6.16)dT
when L = Y3 and I = 0; for all other spin/isospins, the leading order potential is
zero. The next section is devoted to the task of calculating F(T, r).
6.3 The sea quark and gauge plaquette contribu-
tion
As can be seen in Figures 6-3(a) and (b), the valence quark propagators surround a
region filled with closed loops of quarks, gauge plaquettes, or some combination of
both. The quark loops exhibit perimeter scaling, and hence at large meson/antimeson
separation, it is sea quark effects that should dominate the potential. Gauge plaque-
ttes, on the other hand, being of fixed size (each side of a plaquette is of unit length),
must tile the entire region. Their contribution scales with the area of the region, and
their influence is most significant at short distances. In the calculations that follow,
we will concentrate on the medium- to long-distance behavior of the potential, for
which the gluonic effects can be kept under control reasonably well. For simplicity, we
will let IL represent the hopping parameter for both the sea quarks and the valence
quarks. (In almost all unquenched numerical lattice studies, the sea quarks are given
a much larger mass than the valence quarks out of computational necessity. For us,
it is much more convenient, though certainly not necessary, to let the sea quarks and
valence quarks have the same mass.)
To zeroth order in the strong coupling parameter A, the leading order contribution
to the meson/antimeson potential comes from diagrams like the one shown in Figure
6-3(a). Let us consider such a diagram, with N exchanges, and, therefore, N - 1
interior closed quark loops. If the th closed loop has width t, then
r
A i i -2. Tr[(1 - y4)ti(I + ?3)r(1 + -Y'4)ti(l - 3)r] 2L
= (2nrL)2(ti+r) (6.17)
ti
The minus sign in the first line is the usual factor associated with closed fermion
loops; the factor of two counts the number of light quark flavors. Evidently, the signs
and factors of two conspire in such a way that it is straightforward to include the
effects of closed quark loops: Each step of the loop simply contributes a factor of 2 KL.
(We still need to perform the group integrals over the link variables, however.) The
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B3
B1 B4
Figure 6-4: A diagram with three gluonic exchanges.
N - closed loops altogether contribute a factor
(2kL)2(tl+t2+" +tN - 1+Nr) = (2rL)2T-2(to+tN) . [(4.2)r]N (6.18)
The factor (2KL)2T -2(to+tN) comes from the sea quarks filling in the B and B propaga-
tors. Anticipating this result, we have already absorbed this factor into our expression
for the correlation function; see the discussion above (6.10). The link variable inte-
grations are the exact same as in Chapter 3; the B and B propagators each contribute
a factor of three (which we have already absorbed into the correlation function), and
each of the N exchanges leads to a factor of 1/3. Summing over all possible locations
for the N exchanges, we have our expression for F(T, r) to zeroth order in strong
coupling:
T+1
E~~ 2 1+ v()T+I- 1,r]F(r,T) (T) [1(4 L) r]N (1 +i 4v7 r(r))T 1, (6.19)
N=1
where v,(r), recall, is defined to be (4nL)r. The potential (6.16), for FL = %, I = 0
and leading order in strong coupling, is therefore
a. VBI(r) -ln[1 + 4v,(r)] -+ -4v,(r), (6.20)
at large separations. It is fairly intuitive that gluonic effects should lead to an at-
tractive meson/antimeson potential. We now see that, in the specified spin/isospin
channel at least, sea quarks also lead to attraction.
We will now investigate the effects of gluon exchange. An example of a gluon
exchange diagram is shown in Figure 6-4. We disregard diagrams with isolated pla-
quette insertions, and even those diagrams with entire rows of plaquettes. While such
diagrams may be at, or below, the hopping order of a similar quark-only diagram, we
nonetheless consider these to represent corrections to the B, B and the exchanged
meson masses. Note, incidentally, that these sorts of diagrams have analogs in the
meson/meson system at the same order in rIL and ; see Figure E-3 in Appendix E for
a comparison. Gluon exchange diagrams, however, come at a higher order of n1 L in the
meson/meson system than they do for the meson/antimeson system. For example,
compare Figures E-3(g) and (h); for a gluon exchange to occur in the meson/meson
system, one of the B propagators must temporarily enter an excited, four-quark state.
To account for gluon exchanges, we redraw each column of r plaquettes as a
Wilson loop of unit width, and associate with each loop the factor 3 ( )r. (Each
of the plaquettes contributes a /3/6; the interior link integrations lead to (1/3)r-1.)
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The problem is now similar to the quark-only calculation considered above, with the
exception that loops of unit width (and only loops of unit width) are now modified,
taking the value (4,2)r + (2KL) - 2 3 ( )r . The calculation of the function F(T, r),
of (6.16), reduces to finding the sum over all ways of partitioning a T x r rectangular
region into smaller rectangles of height r and arbitrary width (less than T); interior
rectangles of greater than unit width represent closed quark loops; rectangles of unit
width are a sum of a quark loop contribution and a gauge plaquette contribution.
It should be noted that a similar calculation has been carried out in [32] (see also
[33]), in which the meson/antimeson system was used to study string breaking on the
lattice in the strong coupling regime. Having joined a heavy b and b with a Wilson
line at short distances, the author investigates the transition to a B/B system as
the heavy quarks are separated. We take the opposite approach: We start with the
meson and antimeson widely separated, where gluonic effects are limited, and ask
what happens as they approach each other.
To calculate F(T,r), we use a two-state transition matrix, where each of the
transitions is from a general time - 1 to T, and the two states represent whether or
not an exchange occurs at time r. (By "exchange" here, we mean two Wilson lines
of height r, oriented in opposite directions along identical links.) If the state vector
(1, 0) represents "no exchange at time T" and (0, 1) represents "exchange at ", we
can write down the following transition matrix:
I t A/N (2riL)r ( K 1 4 / A(T~ 1 r 1(4~) ~2 r : .P = (2KL)r 3(4.2)r + (2L-) 8/v=(r) 4v(r) + 7(r))
(6.21)
where, as usual, v,(r) 1( 4,)r, and we have defined12 L!
I ( )r = m.,a¢_a2Kr
-y(r) () = emaea2Kr (6.22)
Here, K is the leading order string tension: K -a - 2 ln(3/18). To use this transition
matrix, we actually need to start at T = -1, in state (1, 0), and end at - = T + 1,
also in state (1,0), to allow for exchanges at T- = 0 and T. Since we then have a total
of T + 2 transitions,
F(T,r) = (1,0).P+2 () -1 . (6.23)
Note that P r+2 allows for the possibility that no exchanges occur; since we require
at least one exchange (we are calculating the crossed contribution to the correlation
function, after all) we have, in (6.23), subtracted off the "1" associated with "no
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exchanges". The eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of P, are
p± 2 (1 + 4v + v (1 + 4+ -4 - (6.24)
4i= 1 ( lPT )(6.25)
~+=v'p+~~~~I-p- ±
~ V I- Pa
From the eigenvectors (6.25) we can form the orthogonal matrix Q = (?_, +), which
diagonalizes our transition matrix: D = QT P,- Q = diag{p_, p+}. It is now a simple
matter to calculate F(T, r):
1 + F(T, r) = (1, 0) Q .DT+2 QT. ()
1
- [(p+ - 1)pT_+ 2 + (1 _ p )pT+2 ] (6.26)p+ - p_
Provided that -y(r) < 1 (i.e., aKr > mr), p+ can be expanded to leading order in
~~v, (r~l-(r)
p+ = 1 + O(v~), (6.27)
p_ = (r) (1+ O(2) (6.28)
If y(r) << 1 (as it will be at large separation), then p < p+ and the pT+ 2 term
in (6.26) can be neglected. In the regime of large separation, the meson/antimeson
potential (6.16) then becomes
a VB(r) - 4v(r)I-?7(r)
=-4v,(r) ( + (r) + y(r)2+..) .(6.29)
Again, this potential is only for FL = y 3 I = 0. The remaining light quark con-
figurations lead to a trivial potential. Expanding in powers of y(r), we see that the
potential (6.29) can be expressed as a linear combination of Yukawa potentials, where
each successive term in the series represents the exchange of a more highly excited
meson. To see this, note that a general term in the series can be written
-4ve(r). y(r) n -e-(mr+aKn)ar (6.30)
where (m, + aKn) can be thought of as the mass of an excited meson, a quark-
antiquark pair separated by n units of string with each unit of string contributing aK
to the mass.
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Table 6.1: Meson/antimeson correlation functions and leading order potentials. FL
is the spin matrix that connects the light antiquark in B with the light quark in B.
FL I a VB(r)
±1+ 1,0
73 1
73 0 -4v, (r)
-i7 5 1,0
How reasonable is the limit (r) << 1? In terms of KL and /3, we should require
( N2 . (6.31)
In most numerical lattice simulations, nL m 1/6 and 0 3 6; for Nc = 3, the relation
becomes (approximately) (1/3) r << 1/9, satisfied within four or five lattice spacings.
In a combined strong coupling and hopping expansion, we have some freedom in
choosing rL and d. If we take six to be an upper limit on /3, then, even if we choose a
very small value for nL (or, equivalently, a very large value for the bare quark mass),
(6.31) will be satisfied beyond some critical separation length.
In summary, then, we find a single spin/isospin channel that leads to a nontrivial
interaction potential; see Table 6.1. In the nonrelativistic limit, we can explicitly
write out the spin and isospin content for FL = 73, I 0:
(Uu + dd) ® (T + IT) . (6.32)
This is the only annihilation channel open to the quark-antiquark pair, and thus is
the only spin/isospin configuration that allows for the interior sea quark loops and for
gluon exchanges. These effects are what drive the leading order interaction potential.
As can be seen in Table 6.1, the spin/isospin configurations that do not allow quark
annihilation exhibit a vanishing potential, since sea quark loops and gluon exchanges
cannot contribute to leading order.
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Chapter 7
The baryon/meson system
In the baryon/meson system, as for the meson/antimeson system, we expect sea
quarks and gluons to play a crucial role in determining the leading order interaction
potential. A new complication, however, presents itself: The baryon and meson can
swap locations through baryon exchange; see Figure 7-1(c) or (d). The ground state
wave function will be a linear combination of BS) and I SB), where, to leading order
in strong coupling, B) and IS) are themselves linear combinations of the various
degenerate spin states. (Recall that B and S are, respectively, the generic meson and
baryon interpolating operators.) The energy splitting due to baryon exchange will be
a subdominant effect; the leading order potential will once again be determined by
meson exchange. Nonetheless, it is worth pursuing, since baryon exchange may be
important for full-fledged numerical lattice simulations, especially if the sea quarks are
given a very large mass. As we will see, it is relatively straightforward to incorporate
baryon exchange into our model (a fact unique to the baryon/meson system).
We return to evaluating correlation functions in a hadron basis, in which the
quarks are combined into heavy/light mesons and baryons, as opposed to directly
combining the three light quarks into eigenstates of angular momentum. We use the
by now familiar interpolating operators
Bi(T, x) = i(, x)Pb(, x) , (7.1)
S,kI(r', x') = ba,(T', x') (qk(', x')CP+Fql(T', x')) (7.2)
for the mesons and baryons, respectively. Again, E {-iY 5 , ,,-7_}. Note
that we explicitly include the parity projection operator P+ in (7.2); this eliminates
endpoint effects associated with three-quark, and other higher order, exchanges.
We now need to calculate both of the four-point functions (SBIBS) and (BSIBS).
For each, there are six possible contractions of the light quarks, but, as in Section 4.2,
we can use the symmetry properties of the baryon interpolating operator to reduce
the six contractions to a sum of two terms (see the discussion preceding equation
(4.12)); the contraction patterns that remain are shown in Figure 7-1. Written out
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Figure 7-1: The four relevant light quark contractions for the baryon/meson system.
explicitly, the correlation functions are
(S,mnBj (T)B,' S,kl(O)) = ((iFrlbl). b(qkCP+r2q,) b,(¢nrP+Cqm) (b4r4tqj))
-2((M/-')~~~~~ Tr [rl ~ M~rJM; -, -1p
=-2(Mb 1),O I Tr[rrM~ Mr~n +C(M ) CP+]) 71 b MC1 r - 1 Y p CTp
4 ((Mb l)c,3 [r 1M 1 tFMj P~P+C(Mm)TCP+F2Mtl]),
and
3 S4 1 2 j)P(Bj Smn(T) B, skl(o)) = ((·ir b ,) b(qkCP+r2q1) (b31 * b~(qnIt +Cqm))
= 2((M/-FrtMj;rlM M 1).~. T[r2MilrtP+C(M-)TCp+])
-- ((b j 3(ki)TCp 2M i rl Mb 1)a) .
Notice how the free Dirac indices a, /3 appear in these correlation functions: In
(7.3), they appear in a way we are used to from Sections 4 and 5, indexing the
baryon's heavy quark propagator. Since (M 1 )Z oc (P_),0 is independent of the light
quarks' angular momentum and isospin, and since it always appeared as an overall
multiplicative factor, up to this point we have not had to worry about summing
over a and /3. In (7.4), however, we see that the heavy quark propagators tie into
the light quark propagators, and we can no longer ignore the free Dirac indices.
We are free to contract the indices with a general spin matrix Fr; see Section 7.6
of [38]. We will choose to project onto y_-y+. This has the effect of projecting
onto the spin up component of the baryon's heavy quark, effectively changing the
baryon's interpolating operator to (y+Ski). = (y+b).(qkCP+Fql). (As we have argued
previously, the results of our calculation will be independent of the heavy quark spin.
Projecting onto a definite heavy quark spin simplifies our upcoming nonrelativistic
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analysis of the light quarks' angular momenta.) In (7.3), we then have
(l//lW) --+> Trh0+Mb 10/]- Tr[-+P_y_]- (2H) T = 2. (2/,H)T (7.5)
In (7.4),
(' lF3t Mjr F1M )a- Tr[+ Mb r3t 1 I lMjrM 1_]
= Tr[rl /+rF3 P+M,1 P+] * (2H)2T, (7.6)
and
(MC1 t3.~ - 1 t4 -p IT(Mb TFpFj, 1 Md)+C(Mm) CP+I2MjI  rlM 1).
- Tr[1 ya3t . P+M-p P+. *4t . PC(Mk)TCP+ 2 P+M P+] (2'H) 2T
(7.7)
The manipulations carried out so far have been completely general, valid to all or-
ders in IIL and f/. We will now restrict ourselves to only considering simple exchanges,
where "simple" exchanges now include both two-quark and three-quark exchanges.
As in previous sections, the light quark propagators, when flanked by projection oper-
ators, simplify considerably (hence the proliferation of projection operators in (7.7));
we need not repeat the details. And, once again, we will combine the light quarks into
states of definite isospin. The irreducible representations of SU(2) flavor for three
quarks are given in Table 4.1; when combining two quarks and an antiquark, the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are the same as in Table 4.1, provided that we make the
replacements u - d and d - - for the antiquark 4i. (This is a well-known prop-
erty of SU(2); see, for example, [39].) Upon simplifying the light quark propagators
and projecting onto eigenstates of isospin, the correlation function (7.3) (represented
schematically in Figures 7-1(a) and (b)) becomes
(S3B4 ; I' B 1S2; I) = 144 e -(mB+mA)aT.
(2.1, ±Tr[r r]- Tr[2r3] () I Tr[P+Frl r4F73 3TF2 3] Cl(r)) (7.8)(2, TRr[P1 1 2rAF' ~r IP-3F  1W
and (7.4) (Figures 7-1(c) and (d)) becomes
(B 3 S4 ; I'B 1 S2; I): 144 e-(mB+mA)aT. (7.9)
(-1' .TrP+r-+3] 4Tr[r2r] (),, Tr[P+r1 _+F3]3r423] ())
where
(0 for: I= 3)s I' = 3)s
I~)s-~=~)s
I) otin, = (I'I6i16km6jnlI)= 2 2 ] (7.10)1 rI)A I1).
I) I_.)2 PA~~
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Table 7.1: Baryon/meson
tials.
correlation functions and leading order interaction poten-
(ISL, ML) 0 I)) (SL,ML; I; PISL, ML; I; P) a. VA(r)
(I,+)S I )s)+ 288e- (mB+mAb)Ta X -VN(r) (C2/U)
+/§ (2| 2 2 S (S 2 N X(UC 2 ) ±vN(r)1 (5 3, + 1)S ) )
( 2)Si 2))+ X (U T C2) ±vN(r)i ( 1 3 , i ) 
1 (I 1)S g) 13)s)+i= )s I 13 4
- 13 )A 0@ )A) x(U C2 ) ±VN(r)
f (3 1 )s ) 1)s
+ 1 (2) (, c5) +-4v(r)
2 )+
The subscripts 'S' and 'A,' used to label the isospin representations, indicate the
symmetry of the baryon's light quarks; see Table 4.1. The sums over the two- and
three-quark exchanges, the sea quark loops, and the gauge plaquette insertions are
represented by the functions U(r) and C1,2 ,3(r). These we will calculate shortly.
A factor of 6 3, from the link variable integrations, has been pulled out, as have
the necessary powers of (2rL) so that the correlation functions are proportional to
exp-(mB + mA^b)Ta}. Using (7.8) and (7.9), we have calculated the correlation
functions in the I = and 3 channels; the results are presented in Tables C.8 and
C.9 of Appendix C.4. The linear combinations of baryon/meson states that diagonal-
ize these matrices can be expressed more conveniently in a basis labeled by the total
light quark spin SL, the third component ML, the total isospin I and the permutation
symmetry P under exchange of the meson and baryon:
(ISL, ML) II))P (7.11)
P = '+' for the symmetric baryon/meson configuration, and '-' for the antisymmetric
configuration. The correlation functions calculated in this basis are displayed in Table
7.1.
Since it is important to be able to convert between the basis (7.11) and the usual
baryon/meson basis, we will here provide an explicit example: the first entry of
Table 7.1. First, use Table D.4 of Appendix D to convert from ISL, ML) to IBS):
33, +3 >= (IBE+1 ) + IB*E+1 )). For the isospin, use Table 4.1 (replacing u's with
d's and d's with -U's where necessary). The correlation functions are independent of
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13, so for I - ) we can use qi(qkql) = d(uu). Finally, use P to combine BS) and
SB). For P= - we then have, altogether,
I - ) 2)__=2 B3+l. I= 2) + -IB0]+; ))(
- +B; ) + +1Bo; )]
~~~~~~2
Incidentally, it would seem that a simple way to verify the spin would be to
take the nonrelativistic limit (see (3.5) and (3.6)). This certainly works fine for
SL, M = +:1 1
-(B4 + BoT+1 ) (ILH - ILTH)' THTLTL +2(TLI + LTH)' THTLTL
=TL.H tHTLTL (7.13)
All three light quarks have spin up, as desired. Things are slightly more complicated
for the ML = +2 weights of SL = ()s and ()s. If we use the expressions from
Table D.4, we have, ignoring the heavy quark spins,
SL= ,ML = +)S = (IB+1) + 2sB=1 o) - IBO+))2' 2 06 (- L' tLTL + TL '( IL + LTL )). (7.14)
If we compare this to 13, +) in Table 4.1 (letting 'u' and 'd' there represent "spin up"
and "spin down"), we see that the L from the meson, in (7.14), has an extra minus
sign. If we consistently add an extra minus sign to the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
associated with the meson's L (the way we, for example, associate an extra minus
sign with -d) then the states found by diagonalizing the matrix of correlation func-
tions (these are the states listed in Table D.4) have the correct angular momentum.
More important, perhaps, is the fact that the spin states 13, +)s and ij, +)s are
orthogonal in the basis we have chosen. We could, for instance, construct by hand
the linear combinations of baryons and mesons that yield the usual Clebsch-Gordon
coefficients, without the extra minus sign, in the nonrelativistic limit. When we do
this, however, we find mixing between the SL = ()s and ()s sectors, in violation
of angular momentum conservation. Perhaps a fuller treatment of the light quarks'
orbital angular momentum would help resolve this issue, but we will not take up the
cause here. In any case, the actual linear combinations of baryons and mesons that
diagonalize the matrix of correlation functions can be found in the way described in
the preceding paragraph.
We are now ready to calculate the leading order expressions for U(r) and CI,2,3(r).
We will follow the same approach as in Section 6.3, constructing the leading order
transition matrix between times r-1 and T. The notion of "leading order" is becoming
obscured, since we are allowing both meson and baryon exchange, so let us specify
exactly which diagrams we will consider: First, closed sea quark loops and gauge
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plaquette insertions are allowed, but, as in Section 6.3, these must form entire columns
stretching from the meson's propagator to the baryon's propagator, as in Figure 6-4.
Second, all exchanges must be of the simple two- or three-line form. Third, we do
not allow the meson or baryon propagators to enter excited states (i.e., the meson
propagator can only have two lines per link, the baryon propagator only three lines
per link; the "lines" may be either quark lines or the edges of plaquettes). This last
requirement rules out the possibility of internal quark loops or gluon insertions for
U(r) and C2(r), which, in turn, forces every exchange to involve all three light quarks.
In other words, the interaction potential for every state listed in Table 7.1, except for
the last one, will be determined, to leading order, by baryon exchange.
The calculation of U(r) and C2(r) is actually quite similar to the calculation of U (r)
and C(r) in the meson/meson case. Here, as in Chapter 3, every exchange involves all
of the light quarks, which simplifies the combinatorics considerably. Now, associated
with every exchange is a factor of (2nL) 3r, from the three quark lines, and a factor of
1/3 from the link variable integrations. (That the link variable integrations once again
yield a 1/3 is not immediately obvious, but becomes clear with the consideration of
a few representative diagrams.) We can define
vN(r) 1 (8/3)r - exp{-mNar} , (7.15)
in analogy with the meson exchange potential v7 (r) = (4 )r. For each of the T+ 1
possible values of -, an exchange may occur (leading to a factor of VN), or there may
be no exchange (leading to a factor of one). Hence, the function
F1(VN) = (1 + VN) T (7.16)
sums over all possible three-quark exchanges. For U(r), we require an even number
of three-quark exchanges (so that the baryon and meson end up at r = T with the
same z-coordinates they had at r = 0). Since the number of exchanges is given, in
(7.16), by the power of VN, we can easily eliminate the diagrams with odd powers of
VN:
1U(r) = [F1(vN) + F1(-VN)]
2
1
--2 [(1 ± vN(r))T + (1 - vN(r))T+l] . (7.17)
Similarly, for C2 (r) we require an odd number of exchanges (so that the baryon and
meson end up with their positions switched at r = T):
-~ 1C2(r) = [(1 + vN(r)) -(1-vN()) ] . (7.18)
~~~~~~~~~ (
For the linear combinations U zF C2 the interaction potentials are manifest:
a. VAB(r) = -ln[1 T vN(r)] la ) ±vN(r) for : TC2 . (7.19)
large r
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For the entries in Table 7.1 with ML = +3, the correlation functions are equal to
(r), and the potential is not as clean:
dTa* V^B(r) = -d- ln[(1 +VN)T+ + (1 - VN)+]
(1 + vN)T+l ln[1 + VN] + (1 - VN) T+1 ln[1 -VN]
(1 +VN)T+ + (1 VN)T+1
-VN(r) C2( ) (7.20)large r -U (T, r)
Strictly speaking, we are interested in the limit T -+ o, and in this limit the ratio
C2(T,r)/U(T,r) approaches unity. In a numerical lattice simulation, however, if T
was on the order of ten we would expect a significant (albeit anomalous) contribution
from the factor C2(T, r)/U(T, r).
The last entry of Table 7.1 requires the calculation of C1 and C3. There will be
quark loop and gauge plaquette contributions to the diagrams that make up C1,3, as
shown in Figures 7-1(b) and (d). Now, at any given time r, we have three possible
states, represented by the following three state vectors: (1, 0, 0) represents the absence
of any exchange at r; (0, 1, 0) represents a simple two-line exchange (we say "two-line,"
as opposed to "two-quark," because the lines may be either quark lines or plaquette
edges); (0, 0. 1) represents a simple three-line exchange. Internal quark loops can have
arbitrary width, but, for counting purposes, we force our columns of plaquettes to
have unit width. (This is not to say that we disallow multiple plaquette insertions
in a row; we simply identify each column separately.) In our transition matrix, then,
only when an exchange is followed by another exchange do we incorporate the gauge
plaquette factor y(r) = (4n2)-1(/3/18)r . We find
I 1 4v.
P2 4= v, 4v + (4v + y)) .-(7.21)
v4v, X (4v + 7) v (4v + y) X
Here, we use the symbol X to represent the contribution from a single quark line:
X = (1/2)(2L)r = vN(r)/v,(r). Soon, we will want to project out even and odd
powers of X, just as we did for VN in (7.17) and (7.18) above. (An X represents the
valence quark line of a three-line exchange. Note that X < 1, since v(r) > vN(r) for
any given value of r.) The eigenvalues and associated normalized eigenvectors of P2
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can be calculated:
po , o0 - (7.22)
P+ = [I + (4v, + 7) (1 + X) v/[1 + (4v + -y)(+X)] 2 - 4 ) , (1 + X ) ],
(7.23)
1 ti 0~~~~~~P~:
1 (t 1-PTI) (7.24)
The second and third components of +, when written out fully, are a bit cumbersome,
and are neither enlightening nor necessary for what follows. Note the similarities
between p± and b± and the corresponding expressions in the meson/antimeson case,
(6.24) and (6.25). The only differences are the various insertions of the factor (1+X).
Using Q = (0, 4, 0+), the matrix that diagonalizes P2, we can quickly sum over
all allowed diagrams (subtracting off the "1" associated with the absence of any
exchanges):
F2(v,, ?, X) = (1, 0,. O) Q. DT+2.QT. (0) 1
1
--P[(p+ -)pT2 + (1 -P-)pT+2] -1. (7. 5)
For C1(r) we need an even number of three-line exchanges, which means we need to
eliminate all odd powers of X; for C3(r), the opposite is true, we need an odd number
of three-line exchanges. We therefore have
1Ci(r) = [F2(X) + F2(-X)] , (7.26)
1C3(r) = 2[F2(X)- F2(-X)] . (7.27)
As we can see from Table 7.1, what we are actually interested in is C1 C3 = F2 (±X).
If we expand p+ to leading order, we find the same expressions as we did for the
meson/antimeson case, (6.27) and (6.28), provided we make the substitutions 4v -
4v,(1 + X) and y - -(1y(l + X). Re-substituting vN/v- for X and expanding F2 to
first order in v, we find
r(, [+1 . iT+ F2 (v, 7, ±X)- 1+ 4(v- N) 1 1 (7.28)
large r
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We now have the leading order interaction potential for the final entry in Table 7.1:
a.VAB(r) - d In[(1 TV N) + 5(1+ ( N ) T+1 -5]
-4(v, + vN) (7.29)
> -4v,(r) . (7.30)large r
Baryon exchange does split the energy between the symmetric and antisymmetric
configurations, and for small enough separation this splitting might become signifi-
cant.
It is worth pointing out that the three-quark exchanges lead to an energy splitting
between states of total spin but differing orientation, as can be seen in Table 7.1.
This is indicative of a tensor interaction. The two-quark exchanges, on the other
hand, always seem to be spin-orientation-independent.
As in the meson/antimeson system, we find only a single spin/isospin configu-
ration that leads to a nonvanishing, attractive interaction potential (ignoring, for
the moment, the subdominant baryon interaction potential). This configuration
of spin and isospin represents the only allowed annihilation channel for the me-
son's light antiquark. In the nonrelativistic limit the bottom entry of Table 7.1,
3 1, +F)s 1, +2)s + I1, +i)A 1i, +-)A (in the notation ISL, ML) 0 I, I3)), can
be written
[u(uu) + d(ud)] ® ET (T)+ $ (TT)] [U(uu) + d(du)] (iT) ()] (7.31)
If we ignore a spectator (u ) in both of the terms, then each has the form
(Uu + dd) (T + T) . (7.32)
Just as in the meson/meson system, this spin/isospin channel leads to the attractive
potential -4 v (r).
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Chapter 8
The baryon/antibaryon system
The final two-hadron system we will consider is the baryon/antibaryon. The analysis
is more straightforward than for the baryon/meson system of Chapter 7, for we no
longer have the possibility of hadron-interchange: The baryon IS) remains at z = 0,
while the antibaryon IS) is fixed at z = r. Three-quark exchanges are not a leading
contributor to the exchange potential, since a three-quark exchange would lead to an
excited intermediate state for either the baryon or antibaryon propagator. Four-quark
exchanges (that is, two quark lines and two antiquark lines along the same links) occur
naturally, without sending the propagators into excited states, and would split the
energy levels that we will find in much the same way that three-quark exchanges
split the energy levels in the baryon/meson system. Nonetheless, we will not allow
four-quark exchanges.
For the antibaryons, we use the CP-conjugates of the familiar baryon operators:
S,,ij (T, x) = b, (T, x)(qk(r, x)CP+rFql(T, x)), (8.1)
SOkI(T, x') = U(CP) Sxk(T, x') Ut(CP)
= (b~r, x')C'4)J(qk(T, x')rPC-qj(T', x')) (8.2)
where F E {-i 5 , 7, Y3 , -7-y} for both S and S. There are 24 possible contractions of
the light quarks in the four-point correlation function, but, as in Chapter 5, we can use
symmetry to reduce this to only three terms: the uncrossed; the single-crossed; and
the double-crossed. The relevant contractions are shown in Figure 8-1. Accordingly,
a-- . __ _ _ _ _ _ki. - ---- rm
Is ~- - o n
in > _r
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(a) Uncrossed: R(r). (b) Single-crossed: CI(r). (c) Double-crossed: C2(r).
Figure 8-1: The three contraction patterns of (8.3).
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the correlation function becomes
(S3 m(T, r) Sa4 r (T. O) S1 ij (, qg2kl(, )
= (bl(qiCP+rl1 qj) (b2C_4)0( k 2P C4l) (Cb3)(qCP_ rtqm) b4(sFrP+Cir))
= cMY
(4 Tr[F1 Mj fFS iP+C(Mi )TCP+] Tr[r2 P_C(M1 )TCPt-1
16Tr[r M-lr4P+C(M-)TCp FtMkr2P(M 1)TP (8.3)
+ 4 Tr[P M 13F 2 P_C(Mj1)TCP+] Tr[r3 M FP+C(M )Tcp])
Expression (8.3) is valid to all orders in the expansion parameters. When we re-
strict to straight-line exchanges and project onto states of definite light quark isospin,
the correlation function becomes
(SS; 'IS1S'; I) = 36e 2mAbaT(P),(P_ )
(16 III , Tr [r, r] 1U[r2r3] U (r)
4 4 (8.4)
+ 8II, · -Tr[P+rlrFy3 r3 2'y 3] Ci(r) (8.4)
2
+ 'I7'2 4 Tr[r Y32 3]1 FTr[r3t[3F4tY3] C 2 (r))
where
II,1 = (I lil(js(km(nr[I) , (8.5)
~u'2 = (I 6iljk 6msnr ,I) (8.6)
The values of the correlation functions are presented in Tables C.10-C.14 of Appendix
C; we simply note here that ~IH'1 is nonzero for I = 1, 0 while 7II'2 is only nonzero
for I = 0. By diagonalizing Tables C.10-C.14, we are able to find the values of the
correlation functions in an angular momentum basis; see Table D.5 for the explicit
transformation from the hadron basis to the angular momentum basis. The correla-
tion functions calculated in the angular momentum basis are presented in Table 8.1.
To write down expression (8.4), we required that only "simple" exchanges be al-
lowed, exchanges of the straight-line type. This does not rule out, for example, three-
and four-line exchanges. Now, however, we need to calculate U (r), C1 (r) and C2(r).
We now enforce the requirement that only two-line exchanges are allowed, with the
additional requirement that neither the baryon nor the antibaryon enters an excited
(more than three-line) state at any time. This makes the uncrossed contribution (see
Figure 8-1(a)) particularly simple: No exchanges are allowed at all, and U(r) = 1.
For the single-crossed contribution, we only need worry about diagrams of the type
shown in Figure 8-1(b); the "inner region" may be filled with quark loops and columns
of gauge plaquettes, but the quarks that are not exchanged in Figure 8-1(b) (qk and
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Table 8.1: Baryon/antibaryon correlation functions, and
potentials, in the orthogonal basis ISL) 0 I). To leading
(8.7); for C2, (8.13).
leading order interaction
order, U = 1; for C1, see
ISL) 0 11) (SL; I SL; I) a* VA(r)
12 )ss0 2 )ss 72 e 2 mAbT x 8-
12 )sS 1 )ss x8U-
12)ss 0 )ss x 8U
1)ss 2)ss x 8U 
3(1)sA 0 1)SA + 1 )As 0 1)AS
-I1)ss l1)ss) x8U-
m(I1)sA 0 I1)sA- I1)As 0 I1)AS) x 8U-
(I1)SA (0 I1)SA + I 1)AS ( 1)AS
+2 1)ss s l)SS) x (8U + 12C1 ) -4v,(r)
II)ss 0 IO)ss x (8U + 12C1) -4ve(r)
IO)ss ( 12)ss x 8U -
10)ss 0 I:)ss x (8 + 12C1 ) -4v,(r)
(1)ss 0 1)ss -3 )AA 0 IO)AA) x 8
,T(3 O)ss O )ss + )AA8 IO)AA) x (8U + 20C1 52) -8v,(r)
vi-
qj) will not be exchanged in any leading order diagram. The calculation of Cl(r)
therefore proceeds exactly as in the meson/antimeson case in Section 6.3, and we find
1( ) I [(p+ -1)pI_+2 + (1 _p_)pI++2] 1,
1
In the limit of large separation, p+ > p_, and
1,C(r) ,pT+ _ 1
large r
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where
(8.7)
(8.8)
(8.9)
(8.10)
Ji~+ 4u~+ 7)2;P±= (+4,+y
(,3)r 
with
- 4v(r)p+-l 1-7 (0 ' (8. 11)
To calculate C2(r) (see Figure 8-1(c)) we use a three-state transition matrix, where
the three possible states at a given time r represent the following: no exchange;
exchange of innermost two light quarks; exchange of middle two light quarks. The
transition matrix can be expressed as
1 4v, 4v7 ,
P= 4v 4v + 4v, . (8.12)
4/1- 4v, 4v, + y
With this matrix, following the same procedure that led to (7.25) in Chapter 7, we
arrive at a leading order expression for C2(r):
C2(r) -= / [(I-1)pT 2 + (1-p_)p I+2] -2C 1 (r)-1, (8.13)
where now
p = (1 +8v + /(1+ 8v7, + y)2- 4) . (8.14)
The only difference between pi and p±, (8.8), is an extra factor of two multiplying
the meson exchange potential v in p'. At large separations we have
C2(r ) - pT+1 - 2pT+1 -1 (8.15)
large r
where
,1 + 8v (r) (8.16)
p+ l 1_-7-(r).
We now have all we need to calculate the leading order potentials:
a VA^ = - lim d ln(L; ISL; I) -2 mAba. (8.17)T-+oo dT
For the entries in Table 8.1 with correlation functions proportional to U, the leading
order meson exchange potential vanishes, since U(r) = 1 to leading order. When
(SL; IISL; I) is proportional to 2U + 3C1,
d T1
a VA -- lim d ln(3p+ -1)
T--- dT
= lim -ln(p+) (8.18)
T-oo 1 -n pT-1//3
Now, from (8.11) it is clear that p+ > 1, so that the denominator of (8.18) approaches
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unity in the limit T - oc. Using the approximation (8.11) for p+, we then find
-4v, (r)
larger 1-)y(r) (8.19)
For the last entry of Table 8.1, the correlation function is proportional to
-- - - -- 5 tT+l1 r +
8U + 20C1 + 5C2 -- 5p+ + 10ip+1 -7 . (8.20)
In the limit that T - oc, we have (p+/pl_)T+l - 0, SO that
a - -- lim ln(p ) + 2(p+/p_ )T ln(p+)
T-oo + 2(p+/p'_)T 1
=-ln(p+)
-8v,(r)
large r 1 - -y(r) '
The leading order interaction potentials are presented in Table 8.1.
As in the meson/antimeson system of Chapter 6 and the baryon/meson system
of Chapter 7, the leading order baryon/antibaryon potential is attractive only in
those channels for which quark-antiquark annihilation is allowed. Unlike in the me-
son/antimeson and baryon/meson cases, where only a single annihilation channel was
open, there are now four allowed channels, corresponding to the four attractive po-
tentials in Table 8.1. For the bottom entry of Table 8.1, there are two simultaneous
annihilation channels open, resulting in an attractive potential that is twice as strong
as for the single-annihilation channels.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
We have calculated the interaction potentials for a variety of two-hadron systems,
and have been clearly able to identify the attractive and repulsive channels in every
system. At large separation, we have found that the potentials are dominated by
meson exchange.
We were able to test our approximations using the meson/meson system, since that
is the one case where numerical lattice simulations have been done. Our results for the
meson/meson interaction potentials are given in Table 3.2. We found that when the
light quarks were combined in an overall symmetric state of spin and isospin, the long-
distance potential was repulsive, given by the exchange potential v(r) = le-mra.
When the two light quarks were antisymmetric in combined spin and isospin, the
potential was attractive, given by -v,(r). At small separations, our results did not
agree particularly well with the data of [14]. In particular, we did not observe the deep
binding as r - 0 in the (SL, I) = (1, 1) and (0, 0) channels. This is not surprising,
since gauge plaquettes are suppressed in the strong coupling expansion, and it is
at small separations that plaquette insertions become important. However, as seen
in Figures 3-4 and 3-5, our potentials did seem to agree with the numerical results
starting at around .5 fm of separation (corresponding to three or four lattice spacings).
In addition, our results showed qualitative agreement with both XPT (as can be seen
in Table 3.3) and the nonrelativistic quark model. This leads us to believe that our
approximation gives qualitatively correct results for r > .5 fnm.
We then calculated the potentials for the baryon/antimeson and baryon/baryon
systems. As far as we know, these heavy quark systems have not previously been
studied on the lattice. Our results for the baryon/antimeson system are presented in
Table 4.2; for the baryon/baryon system, Table 5.2. We noticed that the interaction
potentials could be classified according to how the light quarks in the hadron/hadron
system transformed under the combined spin and isospin SU(4). We consistently
found that when the light quarks were in an overall symmetric state of combined
spin and isospin, the potential was repulsive. For the symmetric light quark con-
figuration in the meson/meson system, the potential was equal to v(r); for the
baryon/antimeson, 2v,(r); for the baryon/baryon, 4v,(r). On the other hand, when
the light quarks were combined in an antisymmetric state of combined spin and
isospin, the potential was either vanishing or attractive. In some sense, the "more
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antisymmetric" the light quarks were, the more attractive the potential between the
hadrons was. The most antisymmetric configuration of quarks, the 20 of SU(4), had
the most attractive potential of the three systems, equal to -2v,(r).
We then moved on to calculate the interaction potentials for the meson/antimeson,
baryon/meson and baryon/antibaryon systems. The results are presented in Ta-
bles 6.1, 7.1 and 8.1, respectively. We found that we had to include the effects of
sea quark loops and gluon exchanges. These effects universally led to an attractive
potential, but were only present (at leading order) when the spin and isospin allowed
for quark-antiquark annihilation. The attractive potentials took the form:
4v, (r)
-: -4vr(r). (1 +-y(r) + (r) 2 +..) .(9.1)
- y(r)
Each successive term in this expansion leads to an exchange potential, where the
mass of the exchanged particle is equal to (m, + aKn), with K the string tension.
We interpreted (m, + aKn) to be the mass of a radially excited meson, with n units
of string separating the quark-antiquark pair (the leading order mass of a string bit
is given by aK.) For the baryon/antibaryon, one of the spin/isospin channels (the
last entry in Table 8.1) allowed for (quark-quark)-(antiquark-antiquark) annihilation,
leading to a potential that was correspondingly twice as strong. Unless we considered
higher order effects (like baryon exchange, in the baryon/meson system) the potentials
were vanishing in the spin/isospin channels that did not allow annihilation.
The baryon/meson system was unique, in that it allowed us to incorporate baryon
exchange in a natural way. It was interesting to see how the effects of baryon exchange
split the otherwise degenerate leading order potentials for the various spin/isospin
configurations, but, in reality, it is doubtful that a numerical lattice simulation could
pick out this splitting above statistical noise. Moreover, beyond-leading-order meson
exchange, of the type shown in Figure 6-2(b), for example, would surely dominate
over baryon exchange.
Our treatment of multihadron systems in the strong coupling limit has been by no
means exhaustive; there are several avenues open for further research. Perhaps the
most logical next step would be to consider higher order exchange terms, incorporating
the insertions of gauge plaquettes into the propagators. It would be interesting if one
could distinguish 7r exchange from, for example, p exchange based on the mass in the
exchange potential. One could also attempt an expansion in the heavy quark mass,
so that the degeneracy among the various spin states of the heavy/light hadrons is
lifted.
The study of hadron/hadron interactions on the lattice is a relatively new field,
with a limited number of results. It is useful to see, from analytical calculations,
the general forms that such interaction potentials take for various systems. We have
found that strong coupling provides a way to do just that. Eventually we expect to see
full numerical lattice simulations of the systems we have studied, and it is our hope
that the results presented in this thesis will serve as a metric for the long-distance
behavior of the two-hadron interaction potentials.
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Appendix A
Conventions
The Minkowski space y-matrices satisfy the anticommutation relations
(A.1){y, yv} = 2gv
where g = diag(1, -1, -1, -1). We will work in the Bjorken and Drell representation:
M-- (1 Ui (A.2)
In Euclidean space, the y-matrices are given by
E 0
7*4 'YM 7 --iYaM (A.3)
Written out explicitly, these matrices are
( 1
7.2
-1 )
1 -1)
1
The matrix %Y5 is given by
· 0 1 MM E EEE E75 -- VM=MMM -4 1 1 2
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-i
-i
-i
_Z
I )
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
71E= (
E = i
1
1
-1) -Y = - t7i
I
The charge conjugation matrix, given by
C = i 7E =( -1) (A.7)
1
satisfies the following properties:
CT = Ct = -C,
CC= -1,
T
C%,C = ,
C75C = -5 .
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11)
Some other commonly used matrices include the projection operators P± = (1 ± 74):
(0
I P =100
0)
0
1
1
i+= ( (A.12)
and the spin matrices y+ = (71 + i 2):
y = Vi (
~O
-1 0)
1
(A.13)
0
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-1)
0
I - - ' -2
Appendix B
The link variable integrations
For derivations of the following results, the reader is referred to [35]. We, however,
will follow the diagrammatic conventions of [37].
First, recall that the link variables U are elements of the group SU(N,). Because
SU(NC) is a compact group, the integration measure dU can be normalized so that
dU = 1. (B.1)
The group integrals kill any combination of U's that does not couple to the singlet
representation. In particular, the integral over a single link variable vanishes:
dUUab = 0. (B.2)
Each instance of a link variable corresponds, diagramatically, to a separate, directed
line connecting two neighboring lattice sites. If a "bare" line appears anywhere in a
diagram, that diagram contributes nothing to the correlation function because of the
rule (B.2). Diagramatically, we write
a > b 0 . (B.3)
(The arrow indicates "upon integration.")
If a U and a Ut live on the same link, then we have
dU UabU' = adibc (B.4)
This is represented diagrammatically as
a > b I /a b/d s c Nc d e (cJ. (B.5)
The senicircles represent delta functions. If we allow this "meson" to propagate for
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two links, we have
ad *1k -
b
C
I Ja
NC2 'd) O (B.6)
The closed circle represents the contraction of two delta functions, and is therefore
equal to ef fe = Nc. This factor of Nc cancels one of the Nc's in the denominator,
leading to the following simple compositional rule:
a -d -- ... ; C ' NC{)J1- lN { (B.7)
independent of the number of links in the meson's path. (B.7) is also independent of
the path that the meson takes, provided that no more and no less than a single U
and U* appear at every link of the path.
If three U's are on the same link, we have
We represent this diagramatically by
a b
c - -d
e S f 1 -a> X ~c-NC!, te
The 'E'-shaped symbols represent epsilon tensors. If this
two links, then
a
C
e
bdf
"baryon" propagates for
EEb}1 (a(N!)~' ~ (B.10)
The contracted epsilon tensors lead to a factor of EghiEghi = Nc!, canceling one of the
Nc!'s in the denominator. Again we have a simple compositional rule:
a
c
e
1 {a
- 4 - a ]1NJ j, e- Ef} (B.11)
independent of the number of links or the path that the baryon takes.
The integral over any combination of UtU's and UUU's will also be nonzero.
Diagrammatic rules exist for these as well, but we will not need them in our work.
We now demonstrate the application of these rules by performing the link variable
integrations for a meson/meson diagram and a baryon/antimeson diagram.
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1
dU UabUcdUef = C eaceEbdf (B.8)
Eb} (B.9)
It t.
AQ C0 A-
b
B.1 Meson/meson example
In this section we apply the diagrammatic rules for integrating over link variables to
the meson/meson system of Chapter 3. Specifically, we consider the diagram shown in
Figure 3-3. When integrating over the link variables, there is no distinction between
the light quark propagators and the heavy quark propagators; each leads to a U or a
Ut at every link in the path. Including the "external" delta functions in the diagram,
we have
We separate the exchanges from the external meson propagators by integrating over
the topmost and bottommost links of the exchange propagators:
(1/3
(1/3
Each closed loop leads to a factor of three. Hence, there is a factor of three associated
with both of the external meson propagators, and a factor of 1/3 associated with
each exchange. A diagram with N exchanges, therefore, will have an overall factor of
9 (1/3) N.
B.2 Baryon/antimeson example
In this section we work through the link variable integrations for one of the diagrams
that contributes to the baryon/antimeson correlation function of Chapter 4:
ko--> ,,®k p
In terms of the light quark states defined in (4.20), the light quarks start off in state
v1, are in state v2 after the first exchange, and end up in state v3 after the second
exchange. First, we redraw the diagram to include the external delta functions and
epsilon tensors:
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C- )-
C 
E O -- * --- _ __I_ _ I
0p 0)
We separate the exchanges from the propagators:
I } X 
(1/3
(1/3
The external meson propagator contributes a factor of three, a factor of (1/3) is again
associated with each of the exchanges, and the baryon propagator leads to a factor
of -6. The negative sign comes from the crossover. To see this, we can integrate over
all of the link variables to the left and right of the crossover:
Written out explicitly, this diagram equals: abcEacb =-- -6. Altogether, then, the
integration over the link variables leads to a factor of -18. (1/3)2 for this diagram. A
general diagram with N exchanges will have an associated factor of 18- (1/ 3 )N, with
an extra factor of-1 for every transition 2 - v 3 and 3 - v 2.
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Appendix C
Tables of correlation functions
C.1 Meson/meson system
This section contains the remaining correlation functions (BB; IIBB; I) calculated
using (3.30) from Section 3.2. The general form for the meson interpolating operator
is qFb. In the tables that follow, the states B), B; 1), IBo) and IB* 1) have F =-i 5 ,
7+, 73 and ---- , respectively. The factor rI = +1 for I = 1, -1 for I = 0.
Table C.1: (BBIBB) in the S = 1 channel.
9e -2mBTa x IBB;1) IB*1B) IBOB;l) IB 1Bo3)
(B 1BI 2U - rqC -r77C -rliC +r7hC
(BB*f -v1IC 2U - q1 C +-7qC -lC
(BBo I -77I1C +r7C 2U - r71 C -,r 1C
(BoB 1 | +7IC -I71C -r71C 2U - r1 C
Table C.2: (BBIBB) in the S = 2 channel.
= 18 (U - rlIC) e -2mBTa
= 18 (- 71C) e- 2mBTa
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(B*,B'llB* B*j)+ + +1 +
(B* B* - B*1 11B*1 1)
C.2 Baryon/antimeson system
In this section we present calculations of (SB; FIBS; I) using equation (4.24) from
Section 4.2. The antimeson interpolating operator has the form bFrq. The states B),
IB+1 ), IBm) and B* ) have F = i 5, +, 7Y3 and -- , respectively. The general form
for the baryon interpolating operator is S = b(qCFq). In the following tables, the
states IA), IE+I), lEo) and E-1) have F =-i7 5 , 7+, "Y3 and -y-_.
Table C.3: (SBIBS) for I = 1/2.
24 e-(m+mb)Ta x IB +1) -B*1 A) IBo +) IBT o-)
(E+ B 2U + C -v +C -C
(A; B*1 --V 2U-C v -v-5
(+1 B;lI +C Vc 2UC + +C
(Eo B;1I -C - C +C 2 +
Table C.4: (SBI BS) for I = 3/2.
24 e-(mB+mAb)Ta X IB +1) IBo +1) B 1 o0)
(E+1 BI 2U- 2C -2C 2C
(E+ B -2C 2U- 2C -2C
(E B 1I 2C -2C 2U - 2C
C.3 Baryon/baryon system
Here we present the calculations of the baryon
equation (5.11) of Chapter 5:
(SS; I' SS; I) = 96 e 2 mAbTa(II, Tr[P1 El]
1I
four-point correlation function using
* Trfr2F] U(r)
(C.1)
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1 for: 11 = 2 )ss 1I'= 2 )ss
0 I1)ss- 1)ss
-I/V I1)ss - I1)SA, 1)SA - 1)SS
| 1/X |1)SS - 1)AS, 1)AS- 1)SS
7Ijt = 1/2 I1)sA - I1)SA, I1)SA - 1)AS
1/2 I1 )AS - 1)SA, i)AS - 1)AS
-1/2 1)ss- IO)ss
| -/2 IO)ss- IO)AA, IO)AA - IO)ss
1/2 IO)AA - IO)AA
'1 i 12 )ss 12 )ss
?2_ J -1 I1)ss I1)ss
rlI"2 = 1 I1 )SA - 1)A S , i)AS I1)SA
l IO)ss - IO)ss, IO)AA I O)AA.
(C.2)
(C.3)
Table C.5: (SSSS) for I = 2.
96 e- 2mAbTa x
(E-1 +1 I
(Eo ol
(Z+1 -1 I
IE+1 - 1 )
-2C 1
C 2
Izo o)
-2C 1
U - 2C1 + C2
-2C1
Table C.6: (SSISS) for I = 1.
96 e-2nAbTa x A Eo) Io A) I+i i-l) Izo zo) IE-i +i)
(Eo Al U-ti -C, + C2 - V'2C 0 1
(A EoI -C 1 + C2 U-C 1 -- Vl 0 v-Ci
(E-1 +1 I -V1 -Ci -V',Ci U 0 -U
(So SoI 0 0 0 U - C2 0
(+1 -1 I V'2C 1 V- C1 -C2 0 
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where
and
IE-1 +1)
C 2
-2C 1
U
-
Table C.7: (SSISS) for I = 0.
96 e-2mAbTa x IAA) lE+ 1 E- 1 ) I|o Eo) 1-1Z +1 )
(A A I -1 +Cel q2 -'3 C1 -CC 1
(-1 e+1 I -V-C 1 U C1 C2
(EO EO V3C 1 C1 U + C1 + C2 Ce
(E+1 -11 -c C1 U
C.4 Baryon/meson system
The baryon/meson correlation functions are calculated using equations (7.8) and (7.9)
of Chapter 7.
Table C.8: The correlation functions (SE
remaining 32 correlation functions follow
(SBISB) = (BSIBS).
?IBS) and (BSIBS) when I = 1/2. The
directly, since (BSISB) = (SBIBS) and
144 e-(mB+mAb)Ta X IB B+1) lB1 A) IB~* +i) IB;1 o)
(E+l BI 2U + 3 -vC 1 -3C1 -3C1
(AB;l -v31 2a + C l vf3 j
(Z+I Bo*l -3C1 v3C1 2 + 3 1¢
(F0 B*J -3C1 f3C1 3C1 2U + 3C
(B +1 1 - C2 + 3C3 - v/C3 2 - 3C3 -3C3
(B 1 AI - 3 C3 -2C 2 +C3 V C3 XC 3
(B* +1 C2 - 3 3 XVc3 -C 2 + 3 3 3 C3
(B+1 ol -3C3 f3C 3 3C 3 -2C2 + 3C3
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Table C.9: The correlation functions (SBIBS) and (BSIBS) when I = 3/2. Again,
we can use the fact that (BSISB) = (SBIBS) and (SB SB) = (BSIBS) to immedi-
ately find the remaining 18 correlation functions.
144 e-(mB+mAb)Ta x IB E+1) B + 1) B; 1 o)
(E+l BI 2U O O
(Z+ BI 0 2U 0
(o B;1 0 O 2U
(B E+1 I -C 2 C2 0
(B E+1 1 C2 -C 2 0
(B* 1 Zol 0 0 -2C 2
C.5 Baryon/antibaryon system
The baryon/antibaryon correlation functions are calculated using equation (8.4) of
Chapter 8:
(S;, S S, ; I) = 36e-2mAbaT(P_)(P).
(16 6II' Tr[rF] .Tr[F2r 3] U(r)
+8 7i -T1 r2P+ y3 2 3] C(r) (C.4)2 8 r + rl r tr3%]. ~(~
where
7II 1 =
+ E7II'2 Tr [rl _3J2 _31 -- TR[r3'_MIF4'_33 - 2(r))
for: I = 1)ss - I' = 1)ss
/ | I1 )ss - I1)sA, I1)SA 1)ss
/ NI 1)ss - I1)As, 1I)AS - 1)ss
1
1
1/2
1/2
3/2
II)SA - I1)SA, I1)SA -
I)As - II)SA, ) AS -
1o)ss - 1)ss
I1)AS (C.5)
IO)ss - IO)AA , IO)AA - IO)ss
IO)AA IO)AA,1/2
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3
7II'2 -- -f
1
IO)ss IO)ss
IO)ss -l O)ss , IO)AA - IO)AA
IO)AA - IO)AA.
(C.6)
Table C.10: (SSISS) for I = 2.
36e-2mAbTax I+E-) Io o) Ii- +1i)
(E-1 +1I 16U 0 0
(Eo ol 0 16U 0
(E+1 E-1I 0 0 16U
Table C.11: (SSISS) for I = 1 (and third component of spin M = +1).
36e- 2mAbTax IA+ ) I+, A) I o +1) IE+1 o)
(E+1 A 16U + 4C1 -4C1 -4v 1 -4v2C1
(A +1I -4 C1 16U + 4C 4 C1 4x/ C 1
(+1 oI -4x/C1 4v'C 1 16U + 8C1 8C1
(o E+1i -4x2C1 4v- C1 8C1 16U + 8C1
Table C.12: (SSISS) for I = 1 (M = 0).
36 e-2 mAbTa x A Eo) Io A) IE+1 _1) Izo o) I E-1 +1)
(oAl 16U + 4C1 4C1 -4v-C 1 0 4V2C1
(A 0o 4C1 16U + 4C1 -4/2 C1 0 4x2C1
(-1Z +1 I -4 C1 -4x/C1 1 6U + 16C1 8C1 0
(Eo o I 0 0 8 C1 16U + 8 C 2 8 C1
(E+1 E-1I 4x2C1 4f2 1 0 8 16 + 16C116U h- 16C1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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and
Table C.13: (SSISS) for I = 0 (M = 1).
36 e-2mAT a x JA+ 1 ) I+ 1 A) IEo +) I5+1i o)
(E+ 1 A 16U O O o
(A Z+1I 0 16 U 0 0
(+1 o 0 O 160 0 16 16C 1 16C1
(Mo +1 I 0 0 16C 1 16 + 16C 1
Table C.14: (SSISS) for I = 0 (M = 0).
36 e- 2mAb TaX I I) +1 -) o) |-1 +1 )
(AA 16U+4C1 +C 2 -V(4C 1 +C 2) -(4C 1 +C 2) -(4C 1 +C 2)
(Z_1 )2+3 -v(4C1 + C 2) (16U + 24C 1 12 C 1 +3C 2 3C 2
+3 C2 )
(o Eo -(4C 1 +C 2) 12C1 + 3C 2 (16U+ 12C1 12C1 + 3C2
+3 C2 )
(ZE+Ji-Z -V3-(4ClCU 2) 3C2 12C1 + 3C2 (16U + 24C1
+3 C2 )
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Appendix D
Transition from hadron basis to
angular momentum basis
In Section 3.2 we calculated the four-point correlation functions in a meson basis.
Because the B and B* are degenerate in the heavy quark limit, the states BB),
[BB*) and B*B*) mix, and we argued that we should instead construct states of
definite light quark (and heavy quark) angular momentum. The transition from the
meson basis to the angular momentum basis is nothing more than an exercise in
angular momentum addition: the coupling of four spin-' particles. Appendix C of
Messiah [40] has a good review of these concepts, including a discussion of the Wigner
9j-symbol. In Sections D.1 and D.2 we recall some of the relevant details, taken from
[40]. The resulting transformations are presented in Section D.3, Table D.1.
For the remaining two-hadron systems (the baryon/antimeson of Chapter 4, the
baryon/baryon of Chapter 5, etc.), the angular momentum states can either be found
by inspection, or by diagonalizing the tables of correlation functions in Appendix C.
The results are presented in Section D.3, Tables D.2-D.5.
D.1 Coupling four spins
If s1 and s2 are the spin angular momenta of two particles, so that the total spin
angular momentum of this system is S12 = s1 + s2, a unitary transformation takes
us between sets of basis vectors:
Js1s2; S1 2 M1 2 ) = E Is1ml; 2m 2)(m1Ml; 2m 2 S12 M1 2 ), (D.1)
ml ,m2
Ilsm 1 ; s2 m 2 ) = 1 81s 2 ; Sl2M 12 )(s 1ml; s2rn2jSl2 M 12), (D.2)
S12
where M12 must equal ml+m 2 , and sl-821 < S1 2 < s81 +s 2. The (1ml; s2 m2IS12 M12)
are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.
If we have a system of four particles, we could first couple s1 + 2 = S1 2 and
S3 + S4 = S34, and then couple S12 + S3 4 = S, the total spin angular momentum
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of the system. Or, we could first couple s1 + S3 S1 3 and S2 + 4 -- S24, and then
couple S13 + S24 = S. A unitary transformation takes us between these bases:
IS13S24; SM) = E JS12S34; SM){S1 2S34IS1 3S24; S}. (D.3)
s 1 2 ,s 3 4
The coefficients are, up to a factor, the Wigner 9j-symbols:
r 1 82 S12]
{S 1 2S3 41S1 3 S2 4 ; S} = V(2S1 2 + 1)(2S34 + 1)(2S 13 + 1)(2S24 + 1) S3 4 S34 
S13 S24 S
Combining (D.3) with (D.1) gives us:
IS13S2 4 ; SM) = 3 S12 M12 ; S 34M 34 ) (S12M1 2; S34 M 34 1SM) {S 12 S34 |S1 3 S2 4 ; S}
S12 ,S34
M12 ,M3 4
(D.4)
Using (D.2) we can also write:
1S13M 13; S24M24) E S12M 12; S34M34) (12M12; S34M341SM) (D.5)
SS12,S34 (S3M13; 24M241SM) {S12S341S13S24; S 
M 12 ,M3 4
If we think of s1, S3 as the spins of the light quarks, and S2, 4 as those of the heavy
quarks, then, using the notation of Section 3.2, S13 = SL and S24 = SH. If we let
S12 be the spin of the b-meson at r = 0 and S34 the spin of the b-meson at r, then
(D.4) and (D.5) give us two prescriptions for an angular momentum basis. Either
basis can be used to calculate the correlation functions presented in Table 3.2. The
transformation from the meson basis to the angular momentum basis using (D.4) is
given in Table D.1.
D.2 The Wigner 9j-symbol
In general, the Wigner 3(n - 1)j-symbols take us from one set of basis vectors for an
n-particle system to another set of basis vectors. The value of a 9j-symbol can be
found using a formula that involves the Wigner 6j-symbol:
8 1 8 2 S21 2 / V/ / 9
83 84 S34 = (-1)2g9(2g+l) 81 S2 S 12 {83 84 S34 } {S1 3 S24 S
S13 S24 S 9 S34 S 9 2 9 S24 S1 S3
(D.6)
The sum over g is over all allowed half-integral values. Letting g run from 0 to
S1 + S2 + 3 + S4 in increments of 1/2 is sufficient. (This is because, for a general
6j-symbol
J1 J2 J3
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to be non-vanishing, the elements of each of the sets (j1 ,j 2,j 3 ), (l, J2 , J3), (JI,j 2 , J3)
and (J1 , J2, j3) must satisfy the triangle inequalities and must sum to an integer.
Since sl + s2 + 3 + 4 is the maximum possible value for any of the angular momenta
in (D.6), we do not need to consider g greater than this in the sum.) Two symmetry
properties greatly reduce the number of 9j-symbols that need to be calculated from
scratch:
1. If two columns are switched with each other, or two rows with each other, the
value of the 9j-symbol gets multiplied by (-1)R, where R is the sum of all the
elements: R = 1 + s2 + s3 + 84 + S12 + S34 + S13 + S24 + S.
2. If a 9j-symbol is reflected about a diagonal, its value does not change.
Following the example of [10], we list here all of the 9j-symbols that we will need:
1/2 1/2 0 1 /2 1/2 1 1 1/2 1/2 1 1
1/2 1/2 0 i 1/2 1/2 1= - , 1/2 1/2 1 
0 0 oJ 10 0 oJ 2 3 1 0 1J 3 6
1/2 1/20 1/2 1/2 1 1 1/2 1/2 1 1
1 01J 1 1 1 0 ,181/2 1/2 0i =- 6 1/2 1/2 1i - 8 1/2 1/2 1? =-9
The remaining 9j-symbols that appear in the transition from meson basis to the
angular momentum basis either equal zero or can be arrived at through the symmetry
properties.
D.3 Tables of transformations
In this section we present the transformations from the hadron bases to the angular
momentum bases. The meson/meson transformations (Table D.1) were found using
formula (D.4). The rest were either found by inspection or by diagonalizing the
corresponding correlation matrices from Appendix C.
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Table D.1: Meson/meson transformations (Chapter 3): The angular momentum basis
ISLSH; SM) in terms of the mesons.
100; 00) = 2(IBB) + IB+1B*1) - IBOB) + IB*1B+1))
101; 11) = 1(IBB 1 ) - IB 1B) + IB 1B) - lBoB1))
101; 0) = 2(IBBo) + Bo1B 1)-|BoB) - +01; 1) = 2(I B_1) IBB) + IB ) -IB 1B))
101; 10) = (-IBB+ 1) + B+ 1B) IB+B) -IBB 1 ))
10; 10) (-BBl) + B-1 B*l) + IBB) - +1) )
10; 1-1) 2 1 ) IBB) + IBoB 1) + IB 1B)-IB 1B))
11; 00)= [,(3lBB)- B+I1B*_) + IBBo)-IB*_B*l))
I1l; 11) = 9/§(BB+-1 ) + IB+1B))11; 10) = (-IBBo*) + IBBB)) I*B ) -B*B )Ill; 1-1) = (IBB* 1) + BB) -B* 1B))
11; 22) = IB 1B- 1)11; 21) = (IBB]B) + IBlB))Ill; 20) = (lB 1B 1)+IBB + lIB;B}))Ill; -1) = (IB :_i) + l ~lB>))
Ill; 2-1) = (BB*1 ) + IB* B))
11; 2-2) = IB* 1B*1)
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Table D.2: Baryon/antimeson transformations (Chapter 4): The angular momentum
basis ISL, Ml:,), for the highest allowed value of ML, expressed in terms of the baryons
and antimesons.
3,+3)S 1 (IRE+1 + -2 2 ~~f~+ IBO*+i))
2, +1)S I ( -I+1 + 2 o) + -oB+1))
+)s = (-B+) +21B*T1 0) IB,+1))
2, +2)~ v(+) + IB01ro) --
2 +2)A= IB+1A)
Table D.3: Baryon/baryon transformations (Chapter 5): The angular momentum
basis ISL, ML), with ML = 0, expressed in terms of the baryons.
2, O)ss =
I, O)ss =
10, O)ss =
II, 0)SA =
I1, O)AS =
10, O)AA =
16(]+I E-1) + 21Eo Eo) + IE-1 E+1 ))
, (IE+ i F)L - Il- i+i))
1(IZ+l E -1) - o Eo) + _-1 i+l))
I o A)
IA o)
IAA)
Table D.4: Baryon/meson transformations (Chapter 7): The angular momentum
basis ISL, ML), for the highest ML, expressed in terms of the baryons and mesons.
3, +:) = (B+I1) + IB 1 )+ 1))
, +2)s = 1 (IsB+) + 2B*lrEO) -IBoS+,))
I~,+)S= (- IBZ+,) + lB*lEo) + IBa*:+))
= IB A)112 +21)A = B-A
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Table D.5: Baryon/antibaryon transformations (Chapter 8): The angular momentum
basis ISL, ML), with ML = 0, expressed in terms of the baryons and antibaryons.
12, O)ss = (IE+1 _1) - 21Eo So) + I-+1 1))
I 1, O)ss = (ZE+l - -1 +1))
IO, O)ss = (l,+1 -1) + I O EO) + IE1 Z+1))
I1, O)SA = -pO A)
I1, O)AS = - A o)
0o, 0)AA = -AA)
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Appendix E
Extra figures
X
X
X X
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T
r=l
2
3
4
5
8
Figure E-1: The ratio C(T, r)/(2U(T, r)) as a function of T, for various values of r (in
lattice units). Our results are the solid lines; the data is taken from Figure 3 of [14]
(with error bars omitted). We use KL = .36, which seems to fit the data reasonably
well for r > 3.
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Figure E-2: A four-quark exchange in the baryon/baryon system. The ellipse indicates
that the four quark lines share the same links and are contracted together upon link
variable integration.
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Figure E-3: A comparison of diagrams between the meson/meson system (on the left)
and the meson/antimeson system (on the right).
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